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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the studywas to discover the effects of
Rational Emotive Education (REE)on the perceived locus of
control and the number of schooldisciplinary referralsre-
ceived bychildren of alcoholics (COA's). RationalEmotive
Education exercises combined withpeer group solving techni-
ques were the instruments of change used inthis study,
their purpose being to cognitivelychange, and perhaps
strengthen, the ability ofa child of an alcoholic to make
more appropriate decisions about his/her schoolbehavior by
considering himself/herself thesource responsible for con-
sequences of those decisions.
In the selection of the sample population,however, the
COAness of the population was blind tothe researcher due to
school policy of not identifyingor labeling students as
children of alcoholics.
NEED FOR STUDY
Within any school population thereare unserved groups
of youngsters who, because of theirhome situation, do not
understand how to "behave appropriately."This dissertation
will addresss the habilitation ofone of these hidden2
populations, hidden because of the perceivedsocial stigma-
tization of identification of suchyoungsters. The popula-
tion of which I speak is the childrenof alcoholics, COA,
population, children who may live inhome atmospheres in
which the affect of the abuse ofalcohol by parents or even
youngsters prohibits and skews the perceptionsof those who
live therein.
Armed with coping skills necessary to existwithin this
alcoholic home system, the COAcomes to school prepared to
use his/her controlling skills in the classroom and the
halls. For some ,the ones who have taken on the heroper-
sonality roles in which search for perfectionis the goal to
off-set the imperfections of their home system,school be-
comes the arena in which to strive for excellence atany
cost to the personality. (Black,1981)
For others, those whoat home have coped by becoming
the comic relief, the scapegoat for theanger, or the pas-
sive, hidingresister, school becomes thearena for
failure, continued shame, and guilt, addingto an already
low self esteem and feeling of little self-worth.
(Deutsch,1982)
Often these negative feelings are translated into inap-
propriate behaviors truly unrecognized by the offenders
because of their ability to function well (as theysee it)
in their homes with the verysame and seemingly appropriate
coping skills. Mercier ("Outlook on the 80's Adult
Literacy") expresses the problem well; she says,"Theperson3
is unaware of the changing environmentbecause his/her own
seems unchanged."
To the personnel of the school, theseCOA youngsters
appear to be no different from any other students;for many
teachers the term COA is not understoodnor are the concepts
lying behind it.(Romancier,1985) Whenthe suggestion is made
to identify COA's in order to habilitatetheir coping skills
for surviving in the school system,schools often resist,
claiming that identification of alcoholabuse in the home is
none of the school's business and might be groundsfor a law
suit.
Professional schools still teachalmost nothing
about alcoholismand even less about its effecton
family members. In consequence educatorsand social
service personnel of types failto help their
students and young clients tocope with the most
potentandformativeconfusionintheir
lives. (DiCicco, 1981)
"In school, we'll have everything beinglooked at - their
learning disabilities and behavioral functioningbut nothing
is asked about parental drinking.Theylook at every other
symptom but never look at that." (Morehouse,1981)
Since children of alcoholicsdevelop academic,
emotional, social, legal, alcoholor drug problems
and come to the attention of professionals working
in these different problemareas ,thereisa
needfor a massive training effort for profess-
sionals....Therefore,itis necessary to have
schools take more responsibility in reachingout
to and helping these children.
(Alcohol Health and Research World, 1984)
Sharon Wegscheider-Cruse,noted authoron the subject of
COA's, stated in apolicy issue:" I would like to seea
policy mandating that school personnel be trained to4
recognize children who are living in eitheralcoholic or
violent homes."
"The purpose of most programs for children ofalcoholics
is to relieve their stress and to prevent futuredisability"
(Russell et.a1.1984)However he warns that"identification
as a high risk subject can also be harmful by creating
negative expectations among teachers, schoolcounselors,
etc."
The COA may remain hidden unless his/her behavior brings
him or her to the attention of school authorities either
through outstanding feats or throughpoor grades, inappro-
priate behavior, or simple non-attendance.Evenwhen the last
three occurrences happen, seldom is the subject of theCOA-
ness of the student approached, mentioned, or even thought
of as an area for habilitation.It is for thisvery reason
that this author has chosen to pick the subjects of locus of
control and Rational Emotive Education treatment for the
population of adolescents who are considered to be disrup-
tive in the school system since it is the author's belief
that over 50%percent of those adolescents in trouble
within the school system are children from alcohol abusing
homes.(Romancier,1985)
A fact sheet published bythe Children of Alcoholics
Foundation (no date mentioned) stated that:
1)teenage children of alcoholics are twice as
likely to have psychiatric treatment for conduct
disorders,anxiety or depressive symptoms or to
abuse alcoholand other drugs.2)Childrenof5
alcoholics are three times more likelyto be ex-
pelled from school, or drop out due toearly
marriage,pregnancy,institutionalization,or
military enlistment.3)Some teenage children of
alcoholics appear more resilient andare top-
ranking "mini" adults who perform all functions
well, but seem to experience no personal satis-
faction in their successes, and 4) Teachersreport
that children of alcoholics aremore likely to be
hyperactive or delinquent.They havemore difficul-
ty concentrating or forming trusting relation-
ships.
A child who is dependent on his home for parental
love,support, direction and instruction mustuse the coping
procedures demonstrated as viable in that system ifhe is to
live within it. When the same child,no matter what age,
encounters another system which does notuse the same coping
styles, she becomes confused and disoriented andcopes by
relying on skills already familiar to himor her. These
skills are often in direct opposition to thosedemanded by
the new system. Confusion is often the result.The abilityto
swiftly change roles is often complicted by the lack of
knowledge that such a change is imparitive to survival in
the new arena. The tools for such a survival changemay be
altogether lacking and cannot be learned easily It is much
like appearing at a baseball game ready to play in scuba
diving gear and then trying to play thegame without chang-
ing.
Since COA's may remain hidden within the schoolpop-
ulation as well as the rest of society, this dissertation
will address themwithin the ranks of the school disrupters
with the sincere belief that they will identify their6
problems within a group framework conducive tosuch identi-
ficationand, with such reeducation, may learn toapply the
new coping behaviorsnecessary for their success in the
schools.
PURPOSE OF STUDY
The focus of the research for this dissertationencom-
passed the interconnection between the perceptionof locus
of control of some adolescent children of alcoholicsand
their misconduct in the school system.Because of a possible
extreme perception of their locus of control,some adoles-
cent children of alcoholics may significantly benefitby
changing their perception of locus of control andthus, in
turn,effect their ability to control theirown problem-
atical, self-distructive school behavior.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The questions which this research attempted to explorewere
the following:
1) Is there <.20 correlation between the pre-locus of
control scores and number of disciplinary referrals?
2) Will more than 50% of the students with a history of
disciplinary referrals self-reveal as COA's?
3) Is the perceived locus of control of a majority of the
self-revealing COA's within one standard deviation the mean?
4) Is the perceived locus of control of a majority of7
the self- revealing COA's with D.R.'s withinone standard
deviation of the mean?
5) Does an eight week Rational Emotive Educationpeer
group situation significantly change the perception oflocus
of control of a self-revealing COA?
6) Is there <.20 correlation between thechange of per-
ception of locus of control and the reductionof the number
of disciplinary referralsfor the entire group?for COA's?
7)Will aneight week group session using REEsignif-
icantly reduce the number of disciplinaryreferrals a stu-
dent accumulates in a two month period?
8) How willan REE group setting effect the locus of
control and number of disciplinary referrals ofself-reveal-
ing COA's?
9) Might a change in a COA's perception of locusof con-
trol significantly change the number of his/herofdis-
ciplinary referrals?
NULL HYPOrtiLSES:
The following hypotheses were analyzed in this study:
HO1There is not < .20correlation between locus of control
scores on the Nowicki-Strickland Locus of Control scale and
the pre-intervention number of disciplinary referrals.
H02 There is no significant difference at the (.05) level in
the perception of locus of control as measured on the8
pretest Nowicki-Strickland Locus ofControl Scale for
Children between those studentswho have a history of five
disciplinary referrals ormore and those students who do
not.
H03 There is no significant differenceat the (.05)level
between the number of disciplinaryreferrals received in the
two month period before the interventionand the two month
period during and following intervention.
H04There is no significant differenceat the .05 level
between the number of disciplinaryreferrals received in the
two month period before the interventionand the two month
period during and following interventionfor self-revealing
COA's.
H05There is not <.20correlation between a change of
perception of locus of control and thereduction of D.R's.
H06There is not <.20 correlation betweena change of
perception of locus of control andthe reduction of disci-
plinary referrals for self-revealingCOA's.
H07The perception of locus of control within theexperi-
mental group will not change significantlyat the (.05)
level after an eight week REE peer problem-solvinggroup.
H08The perception of locus of control withinthe experi-
mental group will not change significantlyat the (.05)
level for self-revealing COA's after attendingan eight week9
REE peer problem-solving group.
H09The locus of control ofa majority of self-revealing
COA's will not be one standard deviationaway from the mean
in either direction.
H010 The locus of control of a majority of self-revealing
COA's receiving DR's will not be one standard deviationaway
fromthe mean in either direction.
HO11The locus of control of a majority of self-revealing
COA'S not receiving DR's will not be perceivedas being
within the mean.
HO12There will be no significant difference at the .05
level on the post test between the perceived locus ofcon-
trol of self-revealing COA's receiving DR's and that of
self-revealing COA's not receiving DR's.
HO13Less than fifty percent of the experimental population
of students receiving DR's will self-revealas COA's.
H014There will not be <.20 correlation between a change in
a COA's perceived locus of controltoward the mean and his/
her ability to reduce the number of D.R.'s received.
HO15There will be no significant relationship between COA-
ness and the number of D.R's received pre-intervention.
HO16There will be no significant relationship (.05) be-
tween COAness andGPA.10
H017There will be no significant differenceat the (.05)
level between COA's and non-COA's in theexperimental group
in their change of locus of control.
H018 There will be no significant differenceat the (.05)
level between COA's and non-COA's in theexperimental group
in their change in number of D.R's.
HO19There is no significant relationship (.05)between
absences and being a COA.
HO20There is no significant relationship (.05)between
type of household lived in and beinga COA.
HO21There is no significant relationship (.05) between
being expelled and being a COA.
DEFINITIONS TO BE USED
ADOLESCENT CHILD of an ALCOHOLIC FAMILY (COAF):a child
between the ages of 12 and18 years of age who lives in a
situation wherein at least one of the primarycaretakers or
a sibling is perceived by the child ashaving a drinking
problem.
ALCOHOLISM: the occurence of any major life problem related
to alcohol including marital separation or divorce, multiple
arrests, physical evidence that alcohol has harmed health,
or job loss or layoff due to drinking. (Schuckit, 1979)11
CHILD OF AN ALCOHOLIC (COA):any child from birth to theage
of eighteen who has lived withor is presently living witha
parent or step parent who has the diseaseof alcoholism.
COAness: A term coined by this author toembrace the quali-
ties adopted by those living inan alcoholic home.
CO-ALCOHOLIC: a specific condition that ischaracterized by
preoccupation and extreme dependence(emotionally,socially,
and sometimes physically),on an alcoholic person. Eventual-
ly, this dependency on anotherperson becomes a pathological
condition that affects the co-dependentin all other rela-
tionships. (Wegscheider- Cruse,1985)
DISCIPLINARY REFERRAL: a form used by teachersto report a
child's disruptive behavior toa principal or vice principal
for further action to be taken.
LOCUS OF CONTROL: a perception of events, eitherpositive or
negative, as being a consequence of one'sown actions, thus
INTERNAL LOCUS of CONTROL, or a perception of positiveor
negative events as beingunrelated to one's own behavior,
thus beyond personal control or EXTERNAL Locusof Control.
RATIONAL EMOTIVE EDUCATION (REE): a therapeuticapproach
which depends on changing an individual's internalcognitive
operations,i.e. thoughts, ideas, beliefs, perceptions,or
attitudes by focusing on problem solving strategies,12
attribution of causes to events, andself-verbalizations; in
short, any of the internal cognitivestrategies that deter-
mine an individual's external behaviors.(Newcomer,1980)
SELF-REVEALING: displaying,exhibitingor disclosing (without
being asked) one's most private feelingsor thoughts which
label oneself as being part ofa particular phenomenon.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
1) Having conducted this study in theschool setting,
many unforseen interruptions, management problems,and
school-related variablesmake this studyunreplicatable.
2)Only sixth and eighth grade studentswere used in the
study. The results thus do not reflectother grade levels.
3) Permission had to be given by theparents of the
students to participate in the study thuslimiting the
actual randomness to those studentswhose parents would give
permission.
4) Self-revelation of COAnesson the part of the students
may have kept some of the students from being countedas
COA's whenthey actually do belong in this category.
5) Although the groups followeda structured weekly plan
for discussion and activities, the groups' actualdiscussion
varied and topics of personal interest interferredwith
strict application of the planned lesson.
6) This study does not reflect theuse of anREE program13
specifically designatedfor a COA population.it reflects
only how COA's ina randomly chosen groupmay behave without
being singled outas the target population.14
CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
There remains a lack of published empericalresearch on
children of alcoholics now, nearlytwenty years after
M.Cork's 1969 empirical study of 115 childrenof alcoholics,
Much of the recently published material(Black, 1981;
Wegschieder-Cruse, 1985 ;Deutsch, 1982 ;Sexias, 1985;
Ackerman,1984) has been foundedupon years of clinical ob-
servations, experience, and research,the precepts of which
are now being strengthened as well as challenged bytoday's
empirical work.
Problems of psycho-social studieson children of
alcoholics include the fact that muchis anecdo-
tal, based on case findings rather thanemployment
of research instruments andmeasures; no standard
definition exists of alcoholism and alcohol
abuse, resulting in confusionas to the nature of
the problems being investigated; andthe fact that
controls are often drawn fromdisfunctional
groups, such as the emotionally ill. (Watters
and Theimer, 1978)
The criticisms continue by statingthatmethodological
weaknesses include little control being exercisedover de-
pendent variables such as sex,age, and the amount of de-
viant behavior associated with the parentaldrinking. It
becomes difficultthen to compare studies,to make general
inferences and almost impossible to replicate studies.Wood-
side, in her report to thegovernor of New York, concludes
that"There is obviously a tremendous need for research to15
answer many questionsabout children of alcoholics."
(Woodside, 1982)
In the year 1984, Robert Niven, directorof the National
Institute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism,stated that there
were approximately seven million COA's (Childrenof Alco-
holics) under the age of twentyyears old in the United
States, many of whom display majorand/or minor types of
psychopathologies in the forms of impairedself esteem,
realityrecognitions, and academic and vocationperfor-
mance. The National Institute on Alcohol Abuseand Alcohol-
ism (NIAAA) further estimates that inevery classroom four
to six children out of twenty fivecome from alcoholic
homes.
In 1981 the Department of Health and HumanResources
reported that only 5% of the school agedchildren of alco-
holics in the United Statesare identified and receiving any
type of help.COA's acting out behaviors includedelinquency,
running away, and drug and alcohol abuse,all of which
contribute to their dropping out of school.(NIAAA, 1984)
The O'Gorman and Ross Reports (1984) indicatethat alco-
holism was by far the most frequentlyreported problem
affecting families of youngsters in the juvenilejustice
system; 55% of those in placement came from homeswhere
there was an alcoholic parent.In an observation byLund and
Landesman-Dwyer (1979) alcoholic's children scored higheron
the MMPI neuroticism triad. Forty to ninety percent of child
and family agency caseloads are children of alcoholics.16
(Booz- Allen,1974) However a varietyof coping mechanisms
seen in some COA's were identfied as thoseof very respon-
sible and high achievingyoung people.
"Studies indicate that parentaldrinking is most detri-
mental for children of six toseven, in early adolescence,
and again in later adolescence.(Bosma, 1975) "It is highly
probable that many cases of educationaldropout can be
attributed to parental alcoholism."(Ackerman, 1983)
Compared to normalchildren, Fine et.al.(1976) found
that children aged eight to twelvewere significantly more
disturbed...
less able to maintain attention,less responsive
to environmental stimulation, and muchmore prone
to emotional upset...they are more subject to
aggressive behavior and show evidenceof deficient
learning of certain moral modes ofconduct. There
is also evidence that theyare socially isolated
and pre-occupied with inner thoughtsrather with
concern for what is going on around them.
In a large metropolitan area,a study of predominately
blue collar, white neighborhood, school childrenwho were in
grades 10-12indicated that as large a percentageas 44% of
the students testedwere children of problem drinkers, one
forth, in the category of COA's. However theschool social
worker reported that none of these particularidentified
students had been referred by teachersor had been self-
referrals " An interesting observation, however,is that,
despite the factthat the majority of the children'sa-
chievement was at grade levelor above, almost all hadfailed one or more classes inthe past semester."
(Pilat, 1984)
THE LAW
17
The COA population and itsinherent problems willcon-
tinue to remain hidden withinthepublic school system of
this nation as longas the schools deny that sucha group of
children exists withinthat system. The idea of social
stigma preventing theaccess to alcoholism informationabout
the home is addressed by Biekwhen she reports that toher
surprise,"It was not difficultto gain consent andcoopera-
tion of most of the parentsand adolescents" when shewas
addressing a screening testfor identifying adolescents
adversely affected bya parent drinking problem. Howevershe
continues by saying," This inpart may have been due to the
fact that in our society currently
,stress (which her
survey expressed as the major value beingdealt with) is an
acceptable problem; whereas alcoholism(which her study
measured) often has strong negativeconnotations and social
stigma." (Biek, 1981)
Denial, stigma, and the needto keep alcoholism a
family secret deter parentsfrom seeking help for
children. Further, treatmentprograms are reluc-
tant to offer assistance directlyto youngsters
under eighteen without consentfrom parents or
guardians. (Woodside, 1982)
However, new laws include the rightfor a youngster to be
treated without the consent ofa consenting adult. Deutsch
(1983) states:18
The law fails to provide clear groundrules for
when treatment without parentalconsent is justi-
fied and when it is an infringmentof rights.
Given recent legal trends, thenature of the ill-
ness, and a remediation process that is essential-
ly educative and supportive, thereseems to be
legal basis for assuming that consentand adequate
disclosure are not required foradolescents but
must be obtained for younger children.
The fear of law suits, the freedomfrom labeling and its
perceived stigma, and the belief thathome affairs are none
of the school's business (except inthe case of abuse, neg-
lect, and socio-economic cases) will continuethe denial of
the COA school problem which indeed isnot only the family's
but the school's and society's also.
Children of alcoholics are often educationally
impeded,comprising a disproportionate shareof
our annualschool drop out rate,a population
which goes on to be undertrained andchronically
under-employed in adulthood. (Deutsch, 1983)
Our social system from schools,to courts,to
medical and welfare programs,are forced to deal
with COA's who become overt casualties.All too
often,our response is to address the resulting
symptoms, without a recognition of the deeper
underlying causes. (Cermak,NIAAA 1984)
SCHOOL PROBLEMS
The coexistence of parental alcoholism withsuch vari-
ables as poverty ,family disorganization, anti-socialmi-
lieu, and other drug abuse has made it difficultfor re-
searchers to clarify the direct connection between child
school-related behavior and parental alcoholism. Although
many empirical studies of COA's have been hampered by lack
of an accepted operationally based clear definition ofCOA19
and alcoholism as well as the lack ofcontrol groups, the
using of a definitely selectedgroup of COA's and not using
blind studies for data base collection(thus prejudicing
possible outcomes), and not controllingfor variables which
might influence the findings, theresults may still be worth
noting in the discussion of schoolbehavior.
Somealternative schools in Oregonare heavily popu-
lated by COA's, unidentified formallyas such, but there
because of their inability to succeed inthe regular school
setting, so great are their stressesand confusions.
(Romancier, 1985)
Researchers have long noted that childrenof
alcoholics are more likely than othersto be chron-
ically depressed and suicidal, emotionallyde-
tached and sociallyisolated; and characterised
by low self esteem. (Deutsch, 1983)
Knop's 1984 discussionof children at high risk for
alcoholism as a result of parental alcoholismstates that a
young male at risk is more impulsive, getsmore easily into
fights, appears more nervous in interviews,appears to be
less thoughtful and less passive, and hasmore school prob-
lems than his control group counterpart.These characteris-
tics, along with those to be discussed later,lend to the
inability of some COAF's to remain in the schoolsetting.
The review of the empirical research correlateslack of
academic achievement with beinga child of an alcoholic.
Marcus and Tisne in their study of COA's with alcoholic
mothers (1985) state," In school the proportion of children20
with alcoholic mothers placed in special education class-
rooms is greater than the proportion of comparison children
in special classes." They also report that academic achieve
ment of the same population scored significantly
lower than the comparison group on the mathematics, reading
recognition, reading comprehension, and total scales of the
PIAT (Peabody IndividualAchievement Test). Mentioned also
in this study, as suggested in previous research, "Laxiity
in maternal discipline tends to foster lack of self control,
impulsivity, and disobedience, and is associated withmore
serious kinds of maladjustment" (Field and Widmayer,1982)
One might suspect that special placement of an adoles-
cent who may already feel isolated andwhose self esteem
may have already suffered both at home and at school might
lead a youngster to wish leave the ranks of school disci-
plines if the underlying problem is never addressed or
understood. Combining poor academic performance with disrup-
tive behavior or lack of self control may lead to early
school departure. Marcus and Tisne state:
In this group of children (25 girls and 15 boys
with alcoholic mothers), a child of an alcoholic
mother is more likely to originate from adis-
rupted familyunit, be placed in special educa-
tion, be female, to perceive the mother as demon-
strating lax control, originate from a relatively
lower SEShousehold, and have school officials
contact the family more frequently than children
whose mothers have nodrinking problem.
Marital instability seemed to be the most salient between
group discriminator.21
Scientific studies concerning thepercent of COA adoles-
cents who are exhibiting behaviors which precededropping
out (a history of numerious disciplinaryreferrals, suspen
sions, expulsions, truancy, and /or attendancein alterna
tive schooling) is lacking. With federalmonies targeted for
drug education, children at risk, and dropout prevention,
attention to the deficiencies in coping skillsof those
COA's who are on the fringes is imperative.
The heightened risks to children of alcoholicparents
was clearly demonstrated by Steinhausen in his 1984 study.
There was a tendency for conduct disordersto
correlate with paternal alcoholism and foremo-
tional disorders to correlate with maternalalco-
holism, but both types of disordersoccurred with
the same frequency among children with two alcoho-
lic parents.
In an exploratory study of COA's, John Rimmer, Washing-
ton University, (1982), discerned that the problemsamong
COA'swere the same as for the control group(children of
depressives and normal children) EXCEPT in thearea of
behavioral problems. A behavioral problem in Rimmer'sstudy
was considered a problem
when any of the three informants(teacher, parent,
or child) reported a behavior as being a problem
and when the behavior was repeated and persistent
for a period of time longer than a year. This also
pertained to a child's being expelledor suspended
from school or when a parent was summoned to the
school for a special conference for the problem.
Much of the research data and many professional observa-
tions note that COA's often perform poorly at school, have
low self-concepts and significant difficulties with inter-22
personal and peer relationships. (NIAAA, 1984 ;Booz-Allen
and Hamilton, 1974 ;Black, 1981; Hindman, 1975 ;Chafetz,
1979; Russell, Henderson, Blume, 1985; Whitfield, 1980 ;
Cotton, 1979; El-Guelaby, 1977; Kritzer, 1985)
For the past twenty years,clinical reports and emperical
studies have suggested that children of alcoholic parents
can have many learning problems in school and are at heigh-
tened risk for becoming part of the drop out population.
(Chafetz, BlaneandHill, 1971 ;Cork, 1969 ;Deutsch,
1982; Marcus and Tisne, 1985)
HEIGHTENED RISKS
The heightened psychiactric risk for all children of
alcoholic parents was clearly demonstrated by Steinhausen in
his 1984 study.
There wasa tendency for conduct disorders to
correlate with paternal alcoholism and for emo-
tional disorders to correlate with maternal alco-
holism, but both types of disorders occurred with
the same frequency among children with two alcoho-
lic parents.
According to Bosma (1975), over 50%of the children age
2-18 who were referred to him because of behavior disorders
had an alcoholic parent. Of the 200 adolescents referred for
drug problems, 67% had an alcoholic parent.
In their study of parental influence on personality
patterning, Aronson, and Gilbert (1963) found evidence of
passive aggressive personality in boys with alcoholic
fathers.From groups of adolescents who were "in trouble"23
legally or emotionally, they inquired aboutparental alco-
holism, looked at a sample of COA's, andexamined children
who were considered at risk. They foundthat only on pro
jective tests that the COA's showedmore ambivalence toward
fathers or authority figures, more identificationwith
mothers, greater low self, and fewer expectationsfor the
future. The problem with authority figures isoften the
reason that adolescent youngsters find themselves facing
disciplinary measures in the school systemand is often
connected with low self worth.
Kerney and Taylor (1969)found COA's more likely to
receive more serious psychiatric diagnosis,to act out in-
ternal conflicts, to attempt suicide and toexperience legal
difficulties. Cork (1969) described older schoolCOA chil-
dren as having more school difficulties thana control
population. Morrison and Stewart (1971) lookingat hyperac-
tivity and alcoholics, found the problemsto be overlapping
alongwith those of hyperactivity and anti-socialbehavior.
Krammeier (1971) discovered thatCOA youngsters seemed to
have more school absenteeism ,come from homes in which the
marriage was unstable, and the father's occupationallevel
was lower.However, Krammeier also states,"The misuse of
alcohol beverages by parents did notappear to be the direct
cause of severe problems of malajustment."COA children may
be more exposed to maternal ambivalence and lack of clear
expectations from either parent. (McCord, 1960)
In their conference report of 1985, the National24
Insititute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism(NIAAA) empha-
sized the increased risk to COA's selfesteem and locus of
control and report, "significant differencesare most con
vincing when considering self- esteem andpsychological
problems as well as within the cognitive abilitiesand
performance area". (Bennett, Wollin, 1985)The significant
difference is foundmainly in cognitive and emotional-
psychological areas at the .05 level."Boys are reported
more often to exhibit such problems, especially withrespect
to hyperactivity."
A study by Tarter et. al.(1984) suggests thathyper-
active children are more likely thannon-hyperactives to
have a biological father, but not an adoptive father,who is
an alcoholic.
The subjects with paternal alcoholismperformed
more poorly on tests measuring attention, memory,
perceptual-motor coordination, motor speed,spa-
cial sequencing, and language capacity.Theyalso
performed less well on a test of readingcompre-
hension...Since historical variables examinedare
also correlated with each other, it is prudentto
conclude that the relatively poor test performance
in children of alcoholics is the resultof a
complex interaction of genetic, developmental, and
familialfactors.
However, Tarter et.al. (1985) refuted earlier statements by
noting in a more recent study that
sons of alcoholic fathers did not differ from the
sons of nonalcoholic fathers on either the number
or the pattern of features denoting hyperactivity
or minimal brain dysfunction.
Cermak (NIAAA, 1984) proposes that there maybe much
more subtle brain damage that accounts for the dispropor-25
tionate number of COA's with hyperactivityand learning
disabilities. That reason being linkedto FAS, fetal alcohol
syndrome. The question of paternal alcoholismand its pos
sible effects on offspring needs to befurther explored.
PATERNAL ALCOHOLISM
"Clinicians have long suspected that COA'sare at risk
for a number of social, behavioral and intellectualabnor-
malities."... Paternal alcoholism has been associated with
social and psychiatric disturbances,delinquency and
ance of authority, and hyperactivity. (Ervin et all,
InErvin's study
Children raised by alcoholic
score seven points lower than
children. The difference was
bal and performance IQ's. All
WAIS,WRAT)were lower for
alcoholic fathers.
defi-
1984)
fathers had a mean IQ
a comparable group of
also apparent in ver-
subtest scores (WISC,
offspring raised by
The chaotic nature of the home with its unpredictability,
anxiety, and neglect are related by Ervin topoor cognitive
performance in children. He suggests that childrenof alco-
holic fathers should be considereda population "at risk".
In an "Adolescents' Response to Parents' Alcoholism",
Priest offers
An alcoholic father affects an adolescent'speer
and family relationships, school performance,
emotions,and creates struggles with the adoles-
cent's fears, anger, grief, low self esteem,and
poor sex identification.
Girls with antisocial personalitiesweremore likelyto
have fatherswho were alcoholics and substance abusers than26
girls with neurotic or borderline personalitiesaccording to
Gibbs. (1982)
The presence of a father with severe psychological
problems and/or antisocial behaviorse.g. drug and
alcoholabuse,contributes disproportionatelyto
faulty socialization in female children...a
negative identification with fathersmight form
the basis for the development of delinquentbeha-
viors...the social learning perspective,there is
the tendency to model after fathers(absent or
present) particularly in view of their earlypat-
terns of drug abuse and defiance toadultau-
thority." This defiance is oftenseen in the
school system as defiance of any authority figure.
These findings are in contrast to Nylander (1960) who
implied that parental alcoholism causedno damage to the
child's physical or mental health, although he didsuggest
that their personalities might be adversely affected ifthe
parents showed extremely deviant behavior when associated
with alcoholism.
Lee Robins in his 1977 study of children whowere deemed
a high risk population for unfavorable and legal problems
independent of their father's drinking (illigitimate chil-
dren, children with young parents, children of dropouts from
school, children living in broken homes, children whose fa-
ther had been arrested) statesthat it is reasonable to
believe that since alcoholism appears to bemore frequent in
men who themselves had a history of school problems and
delinquency, thatalcohol would affect the circumstances of
the child's rearing. Thus the children would be at risk in
two ways: alcoholic fathering and at risk, independent of
drinking. Of the 157 children of the 80 fathers who had27
academic and attendance problems, 51% hadan alcoholic
father. The fathers had also displayed these behaviors
(shown on collected school records): 61% had repeatedat
least on semester of school, 17% had been seriously truant
or expelled from elementary school and 36% had dropped out
of school before graduation. Some of the children had fol-
lowed in their father's path: 66% had been held back, 24
were seriously truant and 44 had dropped out, the latter two
figures being significant statistically.Robins concludes,
Parental alcoholism,family structure,and pre-
alcoholic behavior patterns forma complex of
closelyinterrelated patterns that are passedon
from generation to generation.
The characteristics that are common to most children of
alcoholic parents, (Cork,1969; Morehouse,1979); the roles
that they play (Wegscheider,1979), and the negative impact
of the parental alcoholism on children (Booz-Allen, 1974;
Keane & Roche, 1974 ;Fine, 1976 ;Haberman, 1966 ;Bosma,
1972; Kern et.al., 1981; Richards, 1980 ;Black, 1979 ;
Chafetz, 1971) have all been well documented.
In examining thenegative consequences of alco-
holic parentalism,there is agreement that the
alcoholism has the capacity to adversely influence
the emotional, cognitive, and social functions of
children who are exposed overlong periodsof
time. The specific difficulty is in relation-
ships. (Frank, 1982)
These relationships are formed as part of the coping skills
learned as family patterns.28
FAMILY PATTERNS
Children in alcoholic familiesare not only predisposed
to developing alcoholism, they are more liableto suffer
child abuse and neglect,emotional and behaviordisorders, to
perform poorly inschool, and to suffer adolescentadjust-
ment problems," reports a study in 1982 byD.E.Bradford.
Russell (1984) in his reviewof literature states,
Children of alcoholics were found tohave a
higher incidence of behavior problems, psychiac-
tric disorders, and psychosomaticsystems than
control children, with more social maladjustment
and delinquency in adolescence...Childrenfrom
alcoholic homes reported lack of self confidence,
feelings of rejection, anger toward anddisrespect
for the alcoholic parent,and resentment toward
the nonalcoholic parent.
Growing up with an alcoholic father,mother,or
both, has many psychological and social implica-
tions for a child...Discipline is often inconsis-
tent,normally shared activities of lifeare de-
nied, and the child sees that his parents donot
liveby society's rules.(Sloboda, 1974).
Clinebell (1968) adds to this problem that ofthe parent's
role reversal or shift, inconsistent,unpredictable relation-
ships, and the family's increased social isolationas fac-
tors that cause emotional damage.
Basics of a healthy home environment include food,
clothing, shelter, love, support, and consistency.
For the children of alcoholics, basic needsmay
well be absent or inconsistently and uncertainly
available. Instead of experiencing childhoodas a
time of trusting dependency and parentalcare,
many children of alcoholics are forced into preco-
cious independence and decision making. (Krit-
zer, 1985)
Cork (1969) surmised that the key to alcoholism lies in the
interpersonal relationships within the family. When asking29
the children in her study toexpress their major con-
cerns,the concerns lay in theareas of parental fighting,
lack of interest in the children byboth the adults,and the
unhappiness of the parents, not inthe drinkingper se.
A review of the conceptual approachesused by those
children who find themselvesvulnerable to learning inappro-
priate behaviors but who remaincompetent may be useful in
comparing their situations tothose of some COA's.El- Guebaly
and Offord (1979) suggest that
the search for differentiatingvariables between
competency and incompetence has justbegun in the
alcoholic field. The conceptssuggested have been
delineated through the observationof children
with other psychosocial handicapssince few are
readily available from the worldof the COA.
El-Guebaly cites Anthony (1974)as he suggests that
invincible children might experiencethe following:
A)atrustful relationshipwiththeirparents
within a supportive and"expectable"environment
B)the inner potentials adequateto cope with a
particular environment, i.e.the child can adapt
to his environment
C) the coping skills to masteractions and roles
on the basis of what they want to accomplishfor
themselves rather than what theenvironment is
expecting of them
D)the capacity to conceptualizeand order the
incoming data so that theybecome meaningful for
the individual to actupon.
Some COA's are able to experienceone or two of the
above mentioned elements in theirlives;few experience three
or all four of them. Vulnerability due toareas of depri-
vation in any one of these fourareas may lead to stresses
responded to by "inappropriate" institutionalschool30
behavior on the part of the COA.
The trustful parental relationships needed forstreng-
thening invulnerability are ones in which the childcan
depend on thecongruent and consistent actions andmessages
of a parent figure. Given the chaotic nature ofsome alco-
holic families, (Black, 1981; Wegscheider,1981) and the dis-
easeof alcoholism with the co- and enabling behaviors of
those who live within the system, unhealthy trustful rela-
tionships for a COA might center around the unspoken secrets
about the family conditions, supporting the innerrage, the
grief, anger, and disappointment sharedor denied silently
in or outside the home.
Children of alcoholic parents can develop problems
in interpersonal relationships as a response to
impaired parentalfunctions...By understanding
this,and how the parent's impaired functioning
affects treatment and making accurate interpreta-
tions to the child, latancy age children can cor-
recttheirfaultyrelationshipstyles...
(Frank,1982)
As a response to undependability, a child who has been
repeatedly disappointed may feel that the only way to assure
him/herself of attaining something is to use conning
tactics. This becomes an interpersonal style of setting up
situations in advance,exaggerating themselves so that they
will appear to be worth being with,or become demanding in
their relationships. Morehouse (1983) states,
Some of these children are totally unknowing of
what is reasonable to expect from another person
in terms of time and attention.In any interaction
with peers the primary focus is self-centered and
the goal is constantly to get for themselves.31
Trustful relationships aroundgenerational boundaries
are often broken within the alcoholicfamily. COA's often
find themselves thrust intothe adult roles ofcaretakers,
both of other children in the familyand of their parent(s)
who may rely upon themas confidents, supporters,helpers,
controllers, or understudiesat any given time. Theadoles-
cent child often is calledupon to become the authority
figure for the household.Kimmel and Spears (1964)have
pointed out that adolescentswith alcoholic fathers livein
homes where the father isrelegated to the role of"another
child" with no responsibilityand little control. " Anolder
child who takesover the mother's role is in theunfortunate
position of having to motherher own mother and try to
control the younger siblings."(Hecht,1973)
This same child is unlikelyto give up that responsible
authoritarian role as s/he entersthe school door.Thismay
result in the overly responsiblechild in school or the
child who defiesany adult authority who threatens his
prowess. It is the latter child whom thisresearch hopes to
habilitate with appropriatethinking skills touse his
responsible role with wisdom.Peerand authority relation-
ships often become difficultfor the child who has not
adaptedhis three non- trustful relationshiptenets of the
alcoholic system, "Don't talk,Don't trust, Don't feel,"
(Black, 1981) to the school atmosphereof talking, trusting,
and feeling both aloud andon paper.32
The invulnerability formed bydeveloping inner poten-
tials adequate to cope witha particular environment is
probably a strength for the COAas well as a detriment.
Michalik (1981) in his study oftwenty sons of alcoholic
fathers found that
adolescent sons of alcoholicfathers(who were
participating in alcohol programs)appeared to
have no more adjustment problemsthan sons of non
alcoholic fathers on selfacceptance,self con-
trol, feminitity, sense of wellbeing, social
presence,socialization,tolerance,intellectual
efficiency and psychologicalmindednessscales.
They did differ from theirpeers in non alcoholic
families in showing greater interpersonalcommuni-
cation skills, the ability tobe persistent, and
the ability to use rational decisionmaking. They
also appeared to be less influencialand had a
greater tendency to become confusedunder stress.
There is little question that COA'sadapt to their home
situation, but the flexibility ofadaptation to environments
outside their homes which donot require or tolerate the
same coping skills in the same mannermay be lacking. The
reported ability to persist and theability to make rational
decisions are two coping skillsthat the research tool in
this study plans to tap. However,Hecht (1973) points out
...A child in a family withan alcoholic member
tends to be unable toperservere because of the
model of identification is withan alcoholic par-
ent who is full of excuses, promises,and broken
promises.Repeated studies have shown thatchildren
of alcoholics are moreprone than other children
to delinquency, anxiety, neurosis,depression,
hostility, and sexual confusion.
(Krimme1,1964; Nylander,1960)
"They need to dominate in order to defendthemselves a-
gainst internal signs of weaknessor passivity."(Hecht,1973)
Becoming invulnerable by using one's coping skillsto33
master what one wants to accomplishfor oneself ratherthan
what the environment is expectingof one could becomea
double bind for almost any childor adult, but especially
for the adolescent COA. Foran adolescent,
intertwined with adapting tophysical changes, is
attaining personal autonomyand achievinginti- macywithothers.... In order to achieve self
definition the adolescentmust first separate
himself emotionally from hisparents.
(Polzella, 1984)
In an emmeshed alcoholicfamily system thismay become
difficult,perhaps even impossible,if the co-alcoholicpar-
ent or the alcoholic has his/herpsychological hooks well
embedded in the child. This happenswhen the parent "de-
pends" on the child to caretakeor emotionally support the
parent.
Children in the alcoholic familysystem are
forced to play roles and meetparental needs that
children in other familiesare not forced to
meet... Children in thesesystems like all chil-
dren need love, gratification,and acceptance.
Only through these unsual rolesin the family can
theyinsurethattheir own needs willbemet.
Unfortunately, they oftencarry these unusual role
templates into relationships outsidethefamily.
(Hecht,1973)
If one member of the system isunable, or unwilling, to play
his or her allotted roles,another member must takeover if
the system is to continue functioning."(Hecht,I973)
The sex of the drinking parent,the pattern of
drinking, and the number andages of children may
all affect the nature of role andtask allocation
in the family and thus thenature of the role
responsibilities which the childrenare required
to assume. (Orford,1982)
Separation psychologicallymay become impossibly laced34
with guilt whichthe child would carry if s/hewere to
leave or abandon the parental expectationsin the home
situation.The COA is often expected tobe the confidant of
the co-alcoholic parent, the parentfor the other children,
and the "responsible one" for thealcoholic him/her self.An
adolescent will begin to encounterdifficultues when he
finds himself unable tocope with his journey towarda
personal autonomy not modeled withinhis home atmosphere,
his need for intimate relationships
,again not modeled ina
healthy way ,and other developmental necessities.His tries
for escape from stresses and frustrationsmay take the form
of running away emotionally, behaviorally,or physically.
Many of the reported problemsconcern antisocial
behavior and conduct problems ,rather than an-
xiety, depression or neuroticbehavior... Children
who come to attention for theirproblems may re-
present a minority of childrenof alcoholics.
Delinquency, truancy, aggressive behavior,hyper-
activity, and temper tantrumsare among the prob-
lems reported by the few carefullycontrolled
studies as being morecommon among children of
alcoholics... Problems in school, suchas learning
difficulties, conduct problems,and poor perfor-
mances are also reported, but lack of comparison
groups makes it difficult to say whether theseare
more common among children of alcoholics than
among children from other homes where there is
maritalconflictandfamilydisruption.
(Orford, 1982)
NanMiller (1983) reports,
As it is usually too threatening toexpress anger
toward parents,the child may manifest itother
ways, for example, in school-related problems such
as cutting class, underachieving, or being unable
to concentrate; self-blame and feelingdepressed;
or displacing the anger onto friends,siblings,
and authority figures.Furthermore, the social
stigma of having an alcoholic in the familymakes35
an adolescent feel different,embarrassed, and
ashamed. This is particularilypainful at anage
when a child needs to feelas if they belong.
Mastering what one wants takesa perceived inner locus
of control which many adolescentCOA's may lack due totheir
need to pay attention to theirinconstant and unpredictable
home environment for theirown behavior cues. Living inan
alcoholichome requires thatone adapt to, and participate
in, the insistent needsand compulsive wants reocurringin
the cyclic behaviorpatterns of others whichbecomepsy-
chologically stress filled.An adolescent's wish to be able
to control his environment,to see that he can effect his
environment by his behavior, isoften overshadowed andex-
tinguished by the mereappearance of the alcoholic parenton
the scene over whom he haslearned he has no controlor
effect. He cannot control the drinkingbehavior nor can he
count on the pre drinking promisesor the post drinking
reactions to his behavior.
The knowledge that this drinkingbehavior takes prece-
dence over any other familyor personal desire has been
learned well. What the youngsterwants to accomplish for
himself is often acted out inother arenas such as the
school or the streets.The emotions whichhave been stuffed
or denied at home surface outside the home inoften inappro-
priate ways. Being able to communicatewhat he does want for
himself through appropriate channels isoften blocked by not
knowing how or not believing that itwould have any effect.36
As the family disintegratesas a role modeling institu-
tion for communication, the childmay choose to interact
with those who innately understand"where he's comingfrom",
his peers, who because of thesame circumstances, communi-
cate equally inappropriately outsidethe home.Together
they choose bahaviors unacceptableto or inefficient in
society. SharonWegscheider-Cruse, in her bookcalled
Choicemaking,(1985) describes thefeelings as,"Lost, de-
fiant, confused, pessimestic,mistrusting, angry, and
afraid, we have become defensiveand seek only from those
like ourselves."
The last way in whicha child may become invulnerable to
his circumstances is by developing"thecapacity to con-
ceptualize and order the incomingdata so that they become
meaningful for the individual toact upon". (Anthony,
1974) This task for many COA's isnearly impossible. The
reality of incoming data often isflatly denied by those
around him. (Black,1981) The behaviorsof the alcoholic are
seldom talked about and often denied,even though everyone
is aware of their presence. Theco-alcoholic makes public
excuses for his/her spouse as do the children ifpressed to.
The blackouts of the alcoholic preventhim/her from re-
membering actions,words, promises,etc.from that particular
time period, thus denyingany such action,word or promise
ever took place.(Typpo,1984) These types of behaviorsmake
a mockery of trying to train or model the conceptualizing
and the makingorder of meaningful incoming data.37
Thus those attributes, according toAnthony, that may
counteract the pressures in a child's lifeand make him/her
somewhat impervious to the nature of his/herenvironment,
and thus somewhat invulnerable,are often the very behaviors
which are deleted from the adolescentCOA role modeling
because they are the very opposite of thebehaviors re
quired of one who mustcope daily in an alcoholic home
atmosphere.
The coping skills used within the familyare perceived
by the children as the way the world "is"or "should be".
This perception of roles and behaviorscreates within the
child a pattern of perception of " whocontrols what" and
the power, or lack thereof, that heor she carries into the
outside worldwith him/her.
LOCUS OF CONTROL
Recognizing his own perception ofa possibly unrealistic
locus of control, whether it be internalor external, in
situationsoutside of his home may be one of the keyways
of empowering the COA to cope appropriately. It is this
author's belief that within the home ofa COA, s/he may need
to continue the coping skills already in place since todo
elsewise might threaten his/her removal from the home,fa-
mily, and" sanity". However, learning to recognizeappro-
priate situations wherein s/he can affect his environment,
both at home and at school, through his/her own actions and38
behavior is an awareness toolwhich may aid in functioning
more successfully in the outside world.
Locus of control ,like learned helplessness,con-
cerns the beliefs that individuals holdregarding
the relationships between actions andoutcomes...
A generalized expectation of externalcontrol is
defined as a pervasive belief thatoutcomes are
not determinable by one's personalefforts.The
converse ,an internal locus of control,is the
belief that outcomesare contingent upon one's own
actions... In general,persons who have described
themselves as holding generalizedexpectancies of
external control appear to behave inways that are
congruent with the descriptions ofhelplessness.
(Lefcourt, 1980)
Whereas fatalism or external controlbeliefs are
associated with apathy and withdrawal,the holding
of internal control expectanciespresages a con-
nection between a person's desiresand his subse-
quent actions. As such, locus ofcontrol can be
viewed asa mediator of involved commitment in
life pursuits.If one feels helpless to effect
important events, then resignationor at least
benign indifference shouldbecome evident with
fewer signs of concern, involvement andvitality.
(Lefcourt,1976)
The book by Lefcourt (1976) has attemptedto report on
and summarize the tremendous numberof studies which demon-
strate the construct validity of locus ofcontrol as a per-
sonality variable. Confusion sometimesblurs the boundaries
of this construct with other constructssuch as needs for
power, autonomy, and control as wellas hope and expec-
tancies. Even though there is confusionbetween these boun-
daries, each of the constructs is wellrepresented in the
struggle of a normal teenager to take his placein the adult
world.It would be foolish for a child ,for instance, to
believe thathis world were personally controllable since
he is dependent on others to be in control.If one saw39
himself with an internal locus ofcontrol,successful ex-
periences could result ina sense of pride, positive effects
and assertive behavior; however, if thesame person failed
or was not successful in a task, an internal locusof con-
trol could result in depression, self defeatingself talk,
and lack of ambition to try again.
A complication presents itself whenone places a value
judgment onone or the other of the locuses as being "
better". It is the recognition of whatone can control that
is the theme of this paper, thus makingnecessary thedif-
ferentiation between perceivedexternal and internal locus
of control.
In Rotter's social learning theory, specificexpec-
tancies take place in familiar settings whereindividuals
will have established what causes what inthe chain between
actions and outcomes. However, innew situations, persons
rely on their previous experiences for estimatingwhat the
outcome will be.
To maintain external control expectancies when
opportunities are available to act in one'sown
best interest seems a tragic waste. Such mistaken
situation-inappropriate externality resembles
learned helplessness. Equally inappropriate is the
maintainance of internal control expectancies ina
non-responsive or malevolent milieu... A mistaken
self reliance when one's actual skills are limited
could be as self defeating as would be the help-
less retreat of persons when opportunitiesfor
control are there. (Garber,1980)
The awareness of opportunities for the appropriate per-
ception of one's internal or external locus of control is40
part of the problem fora COA.
It seems, as Seligmanstates, that depressionwould seem
to be more likely amongpersons who believed thatpositive
outcomes occur noncontingentlybut that negativeoutcomes
are contingent upon their actions.Little in theway of
personal relevance could thenbe derived from positivee-
vents, and self conceptswould more readily be affectedby
failures and unhappy experiences.The imbalance between
attributes forsuccesses and failures could be diagnosticof
depression and other difficulties.
Children who suffer upsetsand traumas when they
are too young to cope with thoseevents are found
to exhibit certain behavioraldeficits in late
childhood and adolescence.These deficits, in
turn, allow an inference ofthe development ofan
external locus of controlor helplessness with
regard tospecific areas in which thechildren have been traumatized.The more recallofthe
early stresses, the less likelythe subjects were
to give themselves creditfor their personala-
bilities and skills relevantto outcomes." The
early stresses often pertainto death,separa-
tions, or strife withinthe family. (Garber, 1980)
"Dependent personalities andthe need for approviallead
children of alcoholics to tolerateand enable abusive situ-
ations, and make them vulnerableto exploitation."(Russell
et.al.,1984)
Perceived locus of control researchrelates directly to
the homesituation in which the COA findshimself and his
possible inability to act inaccordance with the expecta-
tions of him in the school setting.Insocial learning theory
(Rotter,1954,55,60,) perceived locus ofcontrol occupies a
central place.41
The potentiality of theoccurance of a set of
behaviors that lead to the satisfactionof some
need(need potential)is a function of theexpec-
tencies that those behaviors willlead to these
reenforcements(freedom of movement).Freedom of
movement is defined as the expectancyof obtaining
positive satisfaction as a resultof aset of
related behaviors.Within the locus ofcontrol
construct,a person views himself in conjunction
with the things that befall himand the meaning
that he makes of those interactionsbetween him-
self and his experiences.
Implicit in this discussionare the elements of pre-
dictibility and control. Ifa person is able to often pre-
dict the results of hisor another's actions, he can use
this prediction to plan personalcontrol of the situation
with some sense of confidence that hisacts can and will
create desirable effects.If a task issolvable through an
exercise of skill, then a person willuse his experience
with that task as a basis for making estimatesof future
liklihood of success or failure. Phare's(1973)investiga-
tion provided that an "early indication ofa subject's per-
ception of control was useful in predictingthe type of
judgments he would make inresponse to success or failure in
a given task.
The ability to predict, and thus perhaps control what
will come, is dashed within most alcoholichome atmospheres
where inconsistency abounds.With alcoholas an intervening
agent in the home, realities are set asideor denied de-
fensively as if theynever happened ;promises are often
unkept; incongruency, as to what is done matching what is
said is the watchword; double bind situations and the42
ability to predict activities hinge on the strengthand
effect of a foreign, nonhuman chemical.(Typpo,1984)
It is suggested by Morehouse (1983) that social and
interpersonal responses of a child resulting from impaired
parenting patterns of alcoholic parents may look like this:
Parenting Pattern Social/Interpersonal
response of child
1:Role instability
2. Environmental choas
3.Undependable
4.Emotional unavail-
ability
pseudo-adult, overdependence
patsy, clinging, oppositional
exaggeration, lying, stealing,
manipulation
demanding, selfish, obnoxious
withdrawing, fantasizing
By looking "in control", thealcoholic family's control
element pervades the family itself as it tries for the
wished for goal of keeping the secret of alcoholism. Control
by concealment begins a pervasive system of denial which
hides the alcoholism and the family's failure to control
it.(Beletsis & Brown,1981)Brownand Cermak (NIAAA,1984)
state that the most significant source of anxiety for the
adult child of an alcoholic is the control issue.
Soyster (1984) in her treatise, " Adult Children of Al-
coholics, Heirs of Shame" explores various aspects of how
the control factor becomes central to the child of an alco-
holic. The attribution of drunken behavior to something or
someone other than the alcoholic often becomes the child's
burden to bear when s/he is made to believe that his/her
behavior can control the drinking i.e. "be good, so - --
won't drink" The failure at this goal puts the control43
recognition in a double bind as s/he feelsboth controlling
and controlless.Soyster explains that, asa child relent-
lessly strives to achieve the impossible goal andfails,
s/he will try to hide the failure behind "a brittlefacade
of control that is tenuously maintained by thedefensive
coping style". It becomes safer to react thanto initiate.
Ackerman (1983) speaks of COA's feeling totallypower-
less to make the situation (alcoholism) disappear-feelings
of hopelessness and alienation from family andthemselves.
To the questions of " Who am I ? ",closely related todevel-
opment during adolescence,is often theanswer of "overiden-
tification with negative characteristics...
The adolescent sees himself or herself in terms
of negative attitudes and rebellious actions. In
alcoholic families such feelingsare often already
present because the entire family feels deviant,
making it more than normally difficult forthe
teenager to search for individual identity. A
sense of personal identity is overshadowed by
family identity. (Ackerman,1984)
Extreme stress,such as
alcoholic, increases the
uniqueness and produces
often leading to chemical
excessiverelianceon
ceptance. (Nicholson, 1984)
being the child of an
individual's sense of
impulsive risk-taking,
dependence, violence, or
peergroupsforac-
Nicholson goes on to say,"Eighty percent come from homes
with an alcoholic parent, almost half report familycon-
flict, and about twenty percent report drug-related legal
problems and school truancy."
External locus of control becomes the rule for verbal
communication for the child of an alcoholic. (Hecht,1973)44
They often rely heavily on environmentalfeedback
for a sense of being.Positive environmentalfeed-
back can be supplied by the school, buta teacher
must realize that in addition to lackingtrust in
adults,such children may be totally devoidof
positive attitudes toward anyone inthe position
of authority. Feelings of estrangementand power-
lessness govern the child who is inan alieniated
state.
Roszensky (1984) reports thatalcoholic parents are
"less likelyto use their own self-rewardsas affectively
as they use the rewards of others to maintain or motivate
their behavior." This may be mirrored by theirchildren
through role modeling.
The powerlessness in the home situationmay promote a
child to think he is devoid ofresources, and this perceived
loss of control may be carried over into school and other
outside activities where he feels powerlessover himself-
totally deviod of believing s/he can helpor control him-
self/herself. O'Gorman (1975), in her review of literature
oninternal-external control, has concluded that "beinga
child living with an alcoholic parent displayed itself
through increased externality."
Kern et.al (1981) agree. In their research on COA's
locus of control using the Nowicki-Strickland Locus of Con-
trol Scale for Children, they found that "a positive rela-
tionship between living in an alcoholic home and externality
of locus of control was supported." The issue of depressed
intellectual performance in male children living inan alco-
holic home is closely tied to the locus of control variable.
Children of alcoholics scored higher in the area of45
externality than their matched cohorts. As statedin their
literature review, an individual who is externallyoriented
is at a mental health risk in that hesees his rewards and
reinforcements in life as being under the controlof others.
Kern goes on to suggest that cognitive and intellectual
achivement may be an important area for interventionwith
such children. " The mental health hazard to thesechildren,
should they remain externally oriented, is thatthey will
generalize this orientation towards reward to theirentire
approach to living. This can be manifested behaviorally in
poor school performance; damaged interpersonal relation-
ships, and low self-esteem to mentiona few." (Kern et. al.,
1981)
Dysfunctional families generate children whose
behaviors surface in school.The behaviors that
work for these children of alcoholics at home to
provide distraction, avert anger, and aid denial
are generalized to the school situation. Educa-
tional professionals need to be trained tosee the
opportunity for intervention that is presented in
this " "acting out" behavior. Unfortunately, there
is still a wide spread tendency to view this
behavior as a need for disciplinary response and/
or inappropriate labeling.
(Rokelle Lerner,Chanaing Leaacies:Growing Up in
an Alcoholic Home,1984).
FAMILY ROLES
The various roles ascribed to the alcoholic family by
both Black and Wegscheider :the hero, the mascot, the
scapegoat, the lost child, the placator, the adjuster, or a
combination of them all, deal with different control issues46
and their perceived locus, often inthe ambivalence of
extremes.
The heroes, the mature, stable, overachievers,set their
survival in the organization of thecare of others, trusting
only in themselves, and becoming self-reliantwith short
term goals. Afraid of not being in control,they learn to
squelch their own feelings at all costs. Livingin an unpre-
dictable situation, they cannever be sure of the reactions
to their behaviors and thus are caught believingthey are in
control of a situation with no real foundationon which to
place this belief. Their guilt often lies in theirinability
to control or stop the alcoholic's drinkingand their prob-
able belief that, if they were just good enough, itwould
stop.
Outside the home ,oldest(or hero)children may
experience role inconsistency when comingunder
the influence of other adults.In school,for
example, they must revert back to their original
role of adolescent,student, sophomore,etc. wherea
few hours ago or a few hours inthe futurethey
will again be faced with the responsibilityof
helping to raise the family ofan alcoholic.
(Ackerman, 1983)
MaryHecht,in an article,"Children of Alcoholics
Are Children at Risk" (1973)states,
These children(heros) often develop rigid, moral-
istic codes of behavior... They have difficulty in
accepting limitations and failure. They need to
dominate in order to defend themselves against
internal signs of weakness or passivity.
It would make sense that these people's sense of perceived
locus of control couldbecomesoconfusedandso
extremethat, in the school setting, their inability to be47
perfect or their efforts to control factors thatare not
within their control may result inan extreme need for
overachievement. However, under the fragility of thisouter
stance may lie a self- worth whose foundation lies inthe
hands of others who will dignify the external strivingsfor
excellence.This creates atremendous ambivalancebetween
perceived and actual locus of control.
The basic characteristics of COA's ,according to Cruse
(1985) which interferewith adequate functioning, all of
which are related to perceived locus of control factors,are
seeing situations in black or white, developinga pervasive
mistrust of others, attempting to control others to protect
and cover their own fears, not recognizing boundaries bet-
ween adult and child roles, and sabotaging successful com-
pletions due to being afraid of mistake making or failing in
the attempt.
The COA "Lost Child" role tends to be seen in clinical
situations as the person who rejects the family system by
running away into him or her self, withdrawing, and attempts
to exert control on his/her seemingly controlless world by
self deprivation. "Children learn to discount problems in
their own lives because they believe that the problems
taking place within the family structure take precedence
over any personal conflicts occuring outside the home."
(Black, 1981) The child may think that "what happens to me
is not important, the feelings are not important, I am not48
important".The double bind of thismessage is the flip side,
that children assume that they havepower to affect every-
thing, and when they discover that theycan't affect the
alcoholic environment, it causes them toassume a stance of
helplessness.
According to Dr.Charles L.Whitfield, associatepro-
fessor of family medicine at the U. ofMarylandSchool of
Medicine, any co- dependent in the alcoholichome may exhi-
bit hypochondria, anxiety, depression, insomnia,hyper-
activity, anorexia nervosa, bulimia,and suicidal gestures.
Unable to curtail, stop, or deny the resultsof the drinking
behavior, the fights, abusive words and actions,the incon-
sistencies, and the black and white rigiditieswithin the
system, the lost child seeks to control something,often
drawing attention to him/her self throughpsychosomatic
behaviors both at home and at school.
In a "Longitudinal Research in Alcoholism" (1984)
Rydelius found that "In contrast to thecontrol children,
they (COA's) showed symptoms ofa physical nature, such as
headaches, stomachaches, heart trouble, and "growing pains"
with no underlying physical cause."Half ofthe subjects
experienced considerable problems of adjustmentat school."
This happened regardless of good economicor social environ-
ment at home. Twenty years later, the boys from the study
had not run their lives nearly as well as the controlgroup
with the apparent difference being in social adjustment.
Dr. Max Schneider (Cruse,1985)states that along with49
increased stress disorders, co- dependentstend to have more
fractures, burns, injuries and accidents.Ifthe "Lost Child"
or adjustor does not punish him/her self physically
,s/he
may find it easier to survive by slippingaway from the
situation to avoid positions where s/he needsto take con-
trol...a self negating role. This child hasencorporated the
shame,discouragement, embarrassment and guiltof the family
into himself.In school he is sad, fearful, and confused,
often lost in the shuffle, getting attention onlythrough
his absence or withdrawal into booksor daydreams wherein he
can exert some control.
Common among these adaptive mechanisms is that of
compensation, which refers to" the automatic and
unconscious tendency to developsome physical,
mental, or emotional function to an unusual degree
to conceal or make up for the deficit"(Perrin,
Changing Legacies,1984)
The " Scapegoat" and the" Mascot" COA'sreact differ-
ently in their control issues. The scapegoat controlsby
drawing attention to himself in negative ways(oftenthe most
effective). By doing this he protects the familyfrom at-
tention being drawn to its alcoholismand instead ,makes
himself the focus of outside attention.
The alcoholic escapesdetection as long as the child is
the target of the home's or society's frustration, anger,and
attention. The child controls himself into being,or asking
to be controlled, by outside forces which often oblige with-
out ever looking for the roots for the behavior. Since the
roots are all but ignored, the child continues his quest for50
control over something and vents his frustrationthrough
unsanctioned behaviors. The scapegoat recognizesother peers
in the same situation, and he/she creates theirown set of
controls within their gang or group structure.
Testing the controls of society, the scapegoat oftenruns
into the law and may be released from his/her school obli-
gation due to his/her flaunting of adult authorityat
school.
Overidentification with negative characteristics
is a problem that can occur at this stage. The
adolescent sees himself or herself in terms of
negetive attitudes and re-bellious actions. In
alcoholic families these attitudesare often
already present because the entire family feels
deviant, making it more than normally difficult
for the teenager to search for individual iden-
tity. A sense of personal identity is overshadowed
by family identity. (Ackerman,1983)
The "Mascot" ,rather than running, places himself in
the middle of any heavysituation and controls its explo-
siveness by defusing it through focusing attentionon him-
self through some distraction. Those at home are usually
grateful for the disruption of an angry, anxious situation
and focus their attention on the distractor. Fueled by this
attention, the mascot becomes cognizant of his controlling
power and uses it to mask tense moments. This type of con-
trol in the school situation is often met with a behavioral
referral or a reprimand of some sort, thus reinforcing the
pattern started at home. The price the mascot pays is usual-
ly in shallow relationships, reinforcement of his self know-
ledge of his use only as a distractor.(Seixas et. al.,1985)51
Thus, three kinds of control come into play: control
over others,control of others over them, and finally, the
control they have over themselves. COA's test themselves
with constant questions of "Who is in control? Is anyone in
control? Am I in control of anything?"Seixas suggests
that "Total self-control is idealized; it is the anthesis of
alcoholism." (Seixas et.al.,1985)
Timmen L. Cermak, M.D. and Stephanie Brown, Ph.D. organ-
izers of the National Association of Children of Alcoholics,
point out about COA's that...
their intense feelings of depression,loss,and
joy are all experienced primarily as a feeling of
being out of control and are accompanied by feel-
ings of anxiety,panic,and vulnerability. More
important and frightening than the actual emotion
is the sense of LACK of CONTROL.(Sexias et.
al.,1985)
Thus he may lock himself intoa courseof action
without giving serious consideration to alterna-
tive behaviors or possible consequences. This
impulsivity leads to confusion, self-loathing, and
loss of control over their environment. In addi-
tion,they spend an excessive amount of energy
cleaning up the mess.(Janet Woititz, Changing
Legacies 1984)
Woititz points out that reacting with rigid control comes
from fear "that you are not in charge; if change is made
abruptly, quickly, and without your being able to partici-
pate in it, you will lose control of your life. The extremes
of externality or internality of perceived locus of control
may be easy to trace to the alcoholic home where thelack or
rigidity of control might be clearly demonstrated, sometimes
daily, by the role models for the children.52
Research on young children of alcoholics (Woodside,
1983) indicates that they have a lower self esteem and a
leaning toward external locus of control. Werner (1986)
states,
Behavioralcharacteristicsthatdifferentiated
between children of alcoholics who developed no
serious coping problems by the age of18from
those who did were temperament that elicited posi-
tive attention from the primary caretakers,at
least average intelligence and adequate communica-
tion skills,achievement orientation,arespon-
sibleattitude,a positive self concept;a more
internal locus of control, and a belief in self-
help.
J.S. Kearne (1983) reports that "Strengthening an inter-
nal locus of control of children of alcoholics would be
beneficial to their personal adjustment".
The need for the development of a perception of an
extreme internal locus of control can be appreciated by
those who understand the dynamics of the alcoholic family in
that when one sees extreme lack of control externally, one's
survival may depend upon one's ability to control " some-
thing". Trying to find that something in the outside world
may become so important that the child comes to believe that
he can control everything if he tries hard enough. And
believe he does. The black/white predicament: controlor
controlless, the extremes to be chosen from as the child
seesthe situation. Most unnerving of all is that he/she
may not find the power to make the difference.
A Jael Greenleaf quotation fromChanging Legacies
(1984) seems to sum up the possible ways that the COA 's53
familymay influence his/her losses of internal locus of
control and his/her move toward external locus:
We see parents who do not know where theystop
and their children begin, who are confused and
confusing; who, out of their own anxiety and self-
hatred, lash out brutally or subtly at the most
available targets. We see children who live in
fear that they will somehow harm or destroy their
parents; who have no choice but tofocus con-
stantly on other people; who view other people's
intrusions into their psyches as sad, but inevit-
able; who fear that if they demonstrate healthy
self-satisfaction,thatsomethingnebulousand
horriblewillhappen... Thecrazy-makingcon-
fusion, themixedmessagesthe lack of outside
resources or points of reference, and the legiti-
mate, near total dependency of children, makes it
difficult for them, even as adults, to recall what
happened, let alone to understand how it affected
them.
Some children of alcoholics live in homes in which
confusion abounds causing them to adopt a variety of coping
patterns which may adversely affect their whole lives.
RATIONAL EMOTIVE THERAPY
Three searches of the literature connecting Rational
Emotive Therapy (R.E.T.), locus of control, and children of
alcoholics found no documents listed. The R.E.T. and COA
combination found no documents listed. There seems to be no
literature linking the use of these three together.A great
deal of literature speaks of R.E.T. beinga therapy used by
those dealing with alcoholics and alcoholism per se but none
dealing with COA's exclusively. Changes in rational beliefs
among treated alcoholics was also covered.
Rational-cognitive therapy, in most cases, refers54
to theraputic approaches, including R.E.T.,that
depend on changing an individual's internal cogni-
tive operations,that is, thoughts, ideas, beliefs,
perceptions, or attitudes. (Newcomer,1980)
Rational Emotive work focuses on problem solving, attribu-
tion of causes of events and self verbalizations.
The simplicity and concreteness of the basic assumptions
(emotionally disturbed states primarily caused by inappro-
priate learning) and the cognitive approach make the theory
acceptible and attractive to educators. Emotions in R.E.T.
are principally a certain typeof judgmental thought, and
as such, are altered through self reeducation.
Albert Ellis defines emotionally malajusted individuals
as intelligent, potentially logical persons who demonstrate
illogical behavior which can become logical again by re-
verbalizing new internal thoughts."The disturbed person has
made him/her self disturbed and can 'cure' him/herself. S/h
must accept responsibility for his life situation, must act
to help himself feel better." (Newcomer,1980)
Ellis states (1973)that his Rational Emotive Therapy
is relatively short termed therapy and that the typical
symptoms of feelings of severe inadequacy or worthlessness
are likely to ameliorate long before the symptoms are com-
pletely eliminated. The therapist tries dilengently to en-
courage the client to give up some of his basic philosophic
nonsense. The R.E.T. therapist makes use of techniques that
encourage a client to act differently.
This author has chosen a therapy based on R.E.T. because55
cognitive processes are explicitly or implicitly included in
most effective behavioral change .Within the school system
R.E.T. is one therapy that is acceptable because of its
emphasis on the cognitive.
"R.E.T. is a truly comprehensive method of treatment
which includes cognitive explicatory, evocative-emotive, and
behavioralistic-active directive methods."(Ellis,1973)
A second reason for using R.E.T. as a base for the
cognitive restructuring of this research is that of the
"Don't Feel" premise that is often used by and within fam-
ilies of COA's. (Black,1982) If COA's are indeed likely to
deny their feelings, stuff them so to speak, being given
awareness of and permission to recognize and feel those
feelings along with being taught how those feelings effect
their cognitions and thus their behavior may influence COA's
feelings over their own locus of control.If COA's can begin
to recognize how they are indeed in control of their
thoughts and feelings and the behavior stemming from them,
they may begin to feel more in control of their lives when
they are not involved in the atmosphere conducive to such
beliefs.
There are many roads taken in R.E.T.that are
aimed at one major goal: minimizing the client's
central self-defeating outlook and acquiring a
more realistic, tolerant philosophy oflife. (Cor-
sini et. al. 1981)
One of the tenets held by R.E.T. is that
People's tendency to irrational thinking,self-
damaging habituations,wishfulthinkingand
intelligence, are frequently excerbated by their56
cultureandtheirfamilygroup. Their
suggestibility (or conditionability)is greatest
during their early years, and they are then most
influencedbythefamilyandsocialpres-
sures. (Ellis,1978)
To understand this self-defeating conduct and to help
people change their malfunctioning, it is desirable to use a
variety of perceptual-cognitive, emotive-evocative and be-
havioristic re-education. (Ellis, 1973, 1973b, 1978) People
interpret events unrealistically, and therefore have ir-
rational beliefs about them. These same kind of magical
beliefs that keep people unhappy, unstable, are actively
reinforced by their mixed up thinking and what they are
telling themselves. People are response-able for their
thoughts and thus their feelings and actions.
Kritzer (1986) supports that "help must continue to be
available (to COA's) in middle and high schools", help that
emphasizes personal decision making.ClaudiaBlack, in
Changing Legacies, suggests that a child from an alcoholic
environment does not have the ability to accurately identify
his needs, particularly emotional needs. Her research shows
that seventy four percent of the COA's she worked with were
unable to do this. Fifty three percent of the COA group had
never once spoken to anyone about thealcoholism at home.
Only ten percent of the COA's were willing "to use teachers
or school counselors", two times lesslikely than the con-
trols. R.E.T.,in the form of REE, (Rational Emotive Educa-
tion), can, through cognitive methods, approach and promote
awareness on a cognitively bold levelwithout attaching57
guilt or shame to the feeling of those very same emotions
kept so private in the COA's mind or thoughts.
Claudia Black reaffirms this author's belief that COA's
must be taught to problem solve, to recognize what theyare
(and are not) responsible for, and things that they have no
control over, so that they can learn to be less rigid,
dogmatic, and to feel more powerful by perceiving choices,
options, and resources in themselves and others.
Charles Deutsch in his article, "Planning Community
Based Services for Children of Alcoholics" (1983) states,
For many children, a short term educational/supportive
treatment experience can lead to on going and more informal
help, and stimulate important changes in feelings and
behavior. Pre-identification by those who have frequent,
natural, and safe contact, called "gatekeepers",is impera-
tive. He suggests that the principal treatment should take
place in a small closed, time-limited group, the age range
being limited to two years or less, and the leadership
workingfrom detailed lesson plans which realize specific
cognitive and affective objectives. This author believes
that the REE groups proposed for this study reflect this
thinking.
Positive relationships with others, ways of reducing
feelings of powerlessness, andtraining in strategies for
resolving conflicts appropriately are the suggestions of
Ackerman (1983) as critical for COA's.58
One strategy in working with children of alcoho-
lics is where the therapist helps the client to
recognize that they cannot control the behavior of
others... however they can learn that they are
able to control their own behavior, achievements
and feelings...in working through feelings of
powerlessness, the development of a sense of val-
ued identities can lead to internal resources...
It is important that children of alcoholics like
others, develop a sense of personal responsi-
bility for much of what will happen to them.
Unfortunately too often children of alcoholics
conclude that their unhappiness or happiness is
totally the result of others.Whether content or
discontent, they perceive an inability to control
their lives. The therapist in working with such
clients may need to avoid having his or her
clients shift from placing all responsibility for
their problems on their parents to placing the
responsibility for their happiness on them because
they are their 'therapist'. (Ackerman,l983)
Ellis has not written specifically of adaption of his
principles in school situations. Therefore, the following
becomes a logical extension of Ellis's ideas as proposed by
Newcomer in her chapter on R.E.T. as therapy for disturbed
children.
Because Piaget's stage of formal operations begins at
age 11-12, this age appears to be the lower limit for this
type of therapy since children can ,at this time, recognize
the harmful self-talk and see how their attitudes influnce
their perceptions. Rational emotive techniques can be used
in a daily school program in affective education.
Since the COA is often unable to access his emotions,
unable to acknowledge his feelings (Black,1981), working
through the cognitive domainmay help to unearth the feel-
ings in a manner that the COA can deal with in a logical
manner, dereft of the emotional charge oftenassociated with59
those feelings. By using the cognitive approach, defensive
ness and resistence to dealing in the emotional rhelm may be
eliminated and/or softened. The school administrators ,as
well as the teachers and parents, may accept the idea of
emotive exercises more rapidly if they are connected to the
cognitive, problem solving mode expected within the school
atmosphere.
Some drawbacks to the use of this theraputic method are
suggested by Newcomer to be: resistance to attempts to help,
being too immature to understand the ideas that underlie the
theory, or being overwhelmed by other influences such as
denial.
In the introduction to her workbook on buliding self
esteem in children in the classroom, Thinking,Changing,
Rearranging, Jill Anderson states," We achieve benefits by
an analysis of our thinking and our language to determine
what connections they have with our emotions. We base the
approach on Rational Emotive Therapy. The premise is that
strong negative emotions which are barriers to efforts in
creating a productive life stem not from events in our
external environment,as children think they do, but from a
system of internal beliefs and ideas about those events."
She links the benefits of changing our thought patterns to
enhancing self-esteem in children. The "beliefs"are per-
ceptual ideas as to how a person mentally views and responds
to the world.60
Teaching children that they control theirthoughts, thus
their emotions and behaviors,givesstudents a mode of con-
trol over themselves which they have not yetperceived
perhaps."Discovering rational beliefs and lettinggo is an
enjoyable process."(Anderson,1985)
Using REE to change a COA's locus ofcontrol seems
appropriate since "two decades of researchon the locus of
control variable have established relationshipsbetween
internal-external expectancy andnumerous dimensions of
personality, including stress, motivationto attain goals,
personal adjustment, and problem-solving strategies."
(Lefcourt,1982; Phares,1973)
Thus Rational Emotive Education basedon the tenets of
Rational Emotive Therapy were used in thisstudy as a change
agent for COA's with the hope that it wouldchange their
locus of control and, in turn, their numberof disciplinary
referrals.61
CHAPTER THREE
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
This study measured the possibleinterconnection between
the perception of locus of control ofadolescent children of
alcoholics and their misconduct in theschool system.
Rational Emotive Educationexercises combined withpeer
group problem solving techniques were used toalter the
possible extreme perception of locusof control,for the
purpose of changing and strengthening the COA's abilityto
make rational decisions and touse appropriate conduct by
considering the source andconsequences of those decisions.
Chapter Three will examine the methods whichwere used
to investigate the three factors in thestudy :the locus of
control of COA's, the effect thataRational Emotive Educa-
tion problem solving group hadon the locus of control of
COA's, and the effect that the Rational EmotiveEducation
problem solving grouphad on the reduction of disciplinary
referrals of COA's.
An examination of themethods for obtaining the sample
population, delivering the treatment, obtainingthe data,
and statistically examining the data, thus testingthe hypo-
theses, are contained in this chapter.
POPULATION SAMPLE
The samplepopulation consistedof studentschosen62
randomly from a Middle School populationconsisting of 697
students, grades six through eight.The city of originhas
a population of approximately 27,950. Theexperimental group
consisted of forty students, twentyof whom had a history of
five or more disciplinary referralswithin a two month
period and twenty of whom did nothave five or more disci-
plinary referrals withina two month period.
The four experimental groups started withthe following:
(1) ten eighth grade boys, five with,five without, disci-
plinary referrals; (2) ten eighthgrade girls, five with,
five without, disciplinary referrals;(3) ten sixth grade
girls, five with, five without, disciplinaryreferrals; (4)
ten sixth grade boys, five with, five without,disciplinary
referrals.
The four control groups matched innumber, grade, sex,
and history of referrals.
The original selection process for thisresearch was to
be done by a committee of teachers appointedby the princi-
pal so as to keep their COAness blind tothe researcher.
They were to select students witha history of disciplinary
referrals whom they had reason tobelieve to be COA's. At
the meeting of teachers ,opposition to labeling youngsters
led to the group's decision to have nothingto do with the
selection processbut to support the research and the time
given to it.
At this point this author made the decision torun groups
blind of any knowledge pertaining to COA'ness, hypothesizing63
that, by the end of the ten week session,over 50% of the
students in the experimental group witha history of disci-
plinary referrals would self- revealtheir COA'ness.
Step one in the selection processwas to peruse the
disciplinary files and pull outevery third file. If the
file contained five or more disciplinary referralsin a two
month period of time,the student's grade level andsex were
checked. The first twenty eighth grade girls, eighth grade
boys, sixth grade girls and sixth grade boys to fit the
criteria were put on a list to be contacted.
Step two ,the formulation of a list of forty sixth and
eighth grade boys and girls without a disciplinaryreferral
pattern, was accomplished by choosing every thirdname from
the school's VIP list (Very Important Person list, compiled
by the school denoting both scholastic and behavioralen-
deavors), this time proceding from the end of the list
forward.
Permission slips to take part in the experimental part
of the study (Appendix B,) were sent out to forty of the
parents of the students ,twenty withand twenty without
disciplinary referral record. Permission was slow to be
granted in some cases, and a second and third mailing ,
taking two months of time, were necessary before an experi-
mental group of forty youngsters were processed.
The matched control group of twenty from each category
was gathered bythe same method with the permission slip64
differing only in content.(Appendix C).
The project needed a name in order to be easily identi-
fied to the students, teachers, administrators,and parents.
Thr author chose WAMWIT, Wait a Minute While I Think.This
name related to the subject matter to be discussed, hadno
negative or preconceived ideas attached to it, andwas
appealing to the adult and student populations.
MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS
The Nowicki-Strickland Locus of Control Scale for Children
The instrument to measure the construct ofperceived
locus of control for this study was the Nowicki-Strickland
Locus of Control Scale for Children.The construct of locus
of control is based on the perceived causal relationship
between one's own behavior and consequences. "The develop-
ment of a belief of behavior-reinforcement contingencies is
likely a particularly important influenceas a growing child
learns appropriate social and personal behavior"(Nowicki et.
al.1973)
The Nowicki- Strickland Locus of Control Scale is apaper-
pencil measure consisting of 40 questions thatare answered
either yes or no. The items describe reinforcement situa-
tions across interpersonal and motivational areas suchas
affiliation, achievement, and dependency. The items were
tested to be readible at the fifth grade level while still
being appropriate for older students.65
Estimates of internal consistency viathe split-
half method, corrected by Spearman- Brown formula
are r=.63(for grades 3,4,5,); r=.68(for grades
6,7,8); r=.74(for grades 9,10,11); andr=.81 (for
grade 12).Test-retest reliabilities sampledat
three grade levels, six weeks apart,were .63 for
third grade,.66 for seventh grade,and.71for
tenth grade. (Nowicki et. al. 1973)
Correlations with an abbreviated formof the Children's
Social Desirability Scale(Crandell etal. 1965) were com-
puted for male and female subjects withineach grade, and
locus of control was not significantlyrelated to social
desirability. (Nowicki et. al. 1973)The relationships
between locus of control, socioeconomic level,and achieve-
ment level were correlated negatively, withthe most sig-
nificant correlations to be in the malegroup.
Broadly, research findings suggest, particularly
for males,an internal score on the Nowicki-
Strickland scales is significantlyrelated to
academic competence, tosocial maturity and ap-
pears to be a correlate of independent,striving
self-motivated behavior. (Nowicki et. al1973)
It appears that the construct of perceivedlocus of control
has a significant impact on the behaviorsof children, and
the Nowicki-Strickland Locus of Control Scaleseems to mea-
sure the construct appropriately when one is measuringa
general expectency.
For this study theNowicki-Strickland Locus of Control
Scale for Children was used as a pre-postmeasure to deter-
mine the effect of Rational Emotive Educationon the locus
of control of sixth and eighth grade girls and boys in the
experimental group. It determined any significant difference
between the locus of control of COA's and non-COA's as wellas the change scores in the pre-post locusof control test
between all groups.
DISCIPLINARY REFERRAIS
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The second measurement of changewas the counting of
disciplinary referrals pre-and post- treatment to deter-
mine any significant differencecaused by the REE treatment.
The count consisted of referrals receivedtwo months before
the intervention and the two monthsafter the intervention.
INSTRUMENT OF CHANGE
The change instrument of Rational EmotiveEducation
used in this studyhas as its source the book titled Emo-
tionalEducationalExercisesforChildrenbyGerald
Kranzler (1974).The exercises included inthe text have
Dr.Albert Ellis'sRational Emotive Therapyas their philo-
sophical base.
RET is a widely known and highly respectedap-
proach to therapy that is uniquely educativein
its approach: the therapist literallyteaches
patients and clients how theycan live happier and
psychologicallymorehealthylives.(Kran-
zler,1974)
Kranzler explains in his introduction that,since
there is definite subject matter to be taught inthe RET-
like exercises ,the person using the exercises should avoid
being nondirective while at thesame time remaining cogni-
zant of the private feelings whichmay emerge.An atmos-
phere must be created in which the students feel safe, in67
which mutual respect is shared betweenthe group members
themselves as well as between the thegroup and the teacher.
The principles of group leadershipare spelled out as
the following: try to includeeveryone; paraphrase the stu-
dents' contributions; identify similaritiesand differences
among student perceptions; and summarize that whichwas
learned the previous lesson.
Of the eight lessons for change, six of themcame dir-
ectly from this book. The other two lessonswere based on
materials created by the author to implementthe material
from the book. (See Appendix A)
METHOD OF TESTING
The pre-testingfor locus of control was carried out
in a classroom designated by the school vice-principalas
the only room available at the time, the time being during
the school's Homeroom Intermural Discovery period.HID per-
iod is a half an hour period in the middle ofthe day during
which students choose the activity in which they wishto
participate. This was not the ideal period to askstudents
to participate in testing of any kind.
The students arrived in two groups due to the split
lunch hour and the number that the room would hold. Theroom
contained six tables at which six to eight studentscan sit.
The seating arrangement was not optimal for test taking.
Twenty five students arrived and were givenTHE NOWICKI-68
STRICKLAND LOCUS of CONTROL SURVEYinthe first half hour.
They thenwent to lunch. The second group of twentyseven
arrived and were tested during the second periodof HID.
The test was given orally by the researchereach test-
ing period (as suggested by literature toassure that non-
readers could be tested appropriately) to eliminateany
timing or inflectional bias or testor difference.The tests
were then placed in the hands of an impartial correct-
or who would keep all data collected blind to the re-
searcher.
The remaining students were tested orally in two other
groups, however not in the same room which was then un-
available. The time frame of HID period was usedas was the
same type of room arrangement so as not to bias the results.
The same procedure was used for correctionof information.
The original testing rooms were usedfor the post test for
each group.
TREATMENT PROCEDURE
The pre-testing completed,the schedule for the meeting
of the four groups, each containing ten students five of
whom had a record of disciplinary referrals of five or more
and five of whom had either no referrals or fewer than five
was adopted. Students were placed in groups according to sex
and grade level. The eighth graders were to meet on ten
consecutive Wednesdays; the sixth graders ,on ten consecu-
tive Fridays, each group meeting in the half an hour HID69
period either before or after lunch. Slipsexcusing the
students from HID were to be delivered at thebeginning of
the day upon which the groups were to meetto assure remem-
berance of the meeting and to keep accurateattendance
records.
The lesson plan for each day's meeting (AppendixA)
should reflect the presentation for the dayso that each
should have been relatively alike. However the schoolvari-
ables were not geared to accommodate scientificresearch
The first of the eighth grade meetingswas held in a room in
which there were two caged cockatoos. The additionof the
birds which mimicked both the researcher's and thestudents'
words indiscrimately as well as adding cat-calls of their
own may have destroyed the effectiveness of the first ten
minutes ofpresentation.The remaining ten minutes of the
session went as planned, as did the second meetingthat day.
Due to an unexpected assembly on the adjacent Friday,
the sixth graders did not meet the first weekas planned.
The meetingswith the eighth and sixth graders during
the second week were not helddue to an error in scheduling
which the vice-principal explained as her fault... class
pictures were to be taken during HID period both Wednesday
and Friday of the week.
The third meeting week was at the beginning of the
second semester, at which time room changes had been made
Thus,the original meeting room was no longer available.70
The slips for release to WAMWIT had also been buriedby the
office staff so that no students showedup at the wrong
room, and a new room was designated. However, the sixth
graders, both groups, attended their first group meetingon
Fridaywhich followed according to plan.All papers and
original materials of each studentwere kept in an
individual manilla folder with a number signifying the stu-
dent. All papers were also marked with the student's number
by the student. Paper, pencils, and any othernecessary
supplies were provided by the researcher to preventnon-
participation due to lack of materials.
The second meeting of the eighth graders followed a
pattern of disruption only for the girls' segment. The
teacher in the newly designated room appeared and wanted the
room. WAMWIT needed to find another room.With the Vice
Principal's assistance, another was found.This moveseemed
to be a fortuitous one for this particular study. Before be-
inning the activity for the day, one young lady stated that
this moving was just like the type of moving that her family
often seemed forced to do. The conversation among the girls
then followed along the lines of having no money for the
rent immediately followed by reasons for having no money.
This led directly into a self conducted discussion about
drinking parents, hostilities in the home, fights over mov-
ing, and the moving out of one parent or the another.Seven
of the girls, while working on the remaining ten minute71
exercise self disclosed thealcoholic tendencies ofone or
more parents.
The week after the self-led discussionof parental
alcoholism, three girls from thegroup were absent. Follow
ing the attendance procedure,thevice-principal called each
to the office for explanations for theabsence. The author
was contacted at home by the step motherof one of the girls
later that week .She stated that the girl wantedto "get
out of WAMWIT" because therewere personal discussions that
she wasn't comfortable with. Thestep mom also stated that
the girl's real mother wasan alcoholic and that the subject
was not one that was ever mentioned within thisnew home
situation, therefore the fatherwas equally interested that
the girl be removed from thegroup. The step mother shared
that the girl's behavior, however,had taken a more respon-
sible turn and that the girl hadmentioned that she had
control of her own behavior,a subject that had been dis-
cussedwith as part of activity two. Afterfurther dis-
cussion, it was decided that the girlwould remain in WAMwIT
but take part in the sixth gradegroup if she concurred
since most of her friendswere younger.
The eighth graders met as scheduled for theirthird
session ;the third session of sixth graderswas cancelled
due to homeroom activities being devotedto Valentines Day
celebrations thus cancelling HID period.
At this point, it was determined that the restof the
quarter's schedule looked equally as bleekas far as Friday72
meetings were concerned.Tuesdays and Thursdayswere dis-
cussed and chosen as alternativesfor the sixth grade
groups. The sixth graders then meton the next six consecu-
tive Tuesday-Thursday schedule withouta disruption and
followed the activities indicated.The eighth gradegroups
continued to meet on a regular basison Wednesdays through-
out the ten weeks.
The attendance within thegroup sessions varied. Com-
plete data was able to be collectedon all ten of the eighth
grade girls; nine of the eighthgrade boys since one was
expelled; ten sixth grade girls;and nine of the sixth grade
boys town and one's moving toanother town.
STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES
Three types of statistical analysistools were used to
to test the 21 hypotheses. Hypothesis20 was tested by using
Chi-square. Hypotheses2,3,4,7,8,12,15,16,17,18,19, used the
t-test to obtain the significance levelof the data ob-
tained. Pearson product moment correlation(r) was used to
test Hypotheses 1,5,6,14.
Chi-square was selected to analyzehypotheses 20 because
the scale type was nominal and the datawere discrete be-
cause the datawere in whole units.
The Pearson product moment correlation (r) isa statis-
tical technique which is appropriatelyused for determining
the degree of linear relationship which existsbetween two73
measures or sets of data. The data representedan interval
scale and approximated a normal distribution.(Courtney,1984)
"The t-test is a robust statistical methodwhich is used
for contrasting differences between twogroups od data de-
rived from interval scales."(Courtney,1984)
Percentages were used to test Hypotheses 10,11,13,21.
Throughout this analysis the probability level of sig-
nificance was set at the .05 level to analyzethe hypo-
theses.
Chapter Three has summarized the statistical methods
though which the hypotheses in Chapter Four havebeen tested
and from which the results for Chapter Five have beende-
rived.74
CHAPTER FOUR
PRESENTATION OF ANALYSIS
This chapter describes the statisticalanalyses performed
on the data gathered in this study. Eachhypothesis tested
is stated, the tool for testing ispresented, and the re-
sults of the findings are explained inthe text and inthe
tables. The level of significancechosen for all analysis is
at the .05 level. Twentyone hypotheses were tested. The
statistical techniques were designedto contrast the experi-
mental group results with the controlgroup as well as to
compare COA results within the experimentalgroup with those
of non COA's.
TABLE 1
SAMPLE POPULATION MEANS
Variables Age GPA Absences N
Group
Entire POP. 13.5 1.86 8.6 74
Control 13.3 1.83 10.8 36
Treat. 13.5 1.90 6.5 38
HYPOTHESES
Hypothesis 1: There is not <.20correlation between the
pre- locus of control scores on the Nowicki-StricklandLocus
of Control Scale and the pre-intervention numberof disci-
plinary referrals.75
The purpose for the analysis of Hypothesis1 was to estab-
lish if there were any naturallyoccurring relationship
between the locus of control and the numberof disciplinary
referrals before intervention. If therewere such a
relationship established, this finding mightinfer that
having a specific locus of controlwould predict a certain
number of disciplinary referrals.
The results of a Pearson (r) correlationstatistical
technique show a -.139 correlationbetween the pre-locus of
control scores and the pre-interventioncount of disciplin-
ary referrals.
Null Hypothesis 1 is rejected. There is not<.20 correlation
between the pre-locus of controlscores and the number of
disciplinary referrals before intervention.
The Pearson correlation analysiswas also applied to the
correlation between COA pre-locus of controlscores and the
COA pre-intervention number of disciplinary referralsto
ascertain if there were a <.20 correlation. Thecorrelation
in this case was greater at probabilitylevel .223. There-
fore there was a slightly greater correlation betweenthe
two factors for the COA population.
Hypothesis 2: There is no significant difference at the .05
level in the perception of locus of controlasmeasured by
the pre-test Nowicki-Strickland Locus of Control Scalebet-
ween those students who have a history of five disciplinary
referrals or more and those who do not.76
The purpose for testing this hypothesiswas to determine
any significant difference between the pre-locus ofcontrol
of the total population of students receivingdisciplinary
referrals and those who did not before the interventiontook
place. If a significant differencewere to occur, then one
might be able to state that locus of controlwas a factor in
receiving disciplinary referrals.
The results of the two-tailed t- test analysisshowed at
the .05 level there was no significant differencebetween
the pre-locus of control scores between those receiving
disciplinary referrals and those who did not.
Hypothesis 2 was retained. At the .05 level of significance
there was not any significant difference between thepre-
locus of control of those having a history of receiving
disciplinaryreferrals and those who do not.
TABLE 2
Evaluation of the Relationship of Pre-test Locus of Control
between Those Receiving and Those Not Receiving DR's
GROUP N Mean SD T value df 2-tail Prob
DR's 36 9.416 3.09
-.62 72 .538
No DR's 38 9.921 3.85
Further analysis was done on figures representing COA's
and non COA groups, COA's receiving DR's and those who did
not, and COA's receiving DR's and those who did not broken
down into grade, sex, and grade by sex populations. There77
was no significant difference found inany population group
except sixth grade girls where therewas significance found
at the .045 level. The sample sizewas 10. There was no
significant difference between those receivingand those not
receiving DR's in their pre-locus ofcontrol scores.
Hypothesis 3: There is no significant difference atthe .05
level between the number of disciplinaryreferrals received
in the two month period beforethe REE intervention and the
two month period during and followingthe intervention.
The purpose for this analysiswas to determine if the
Rational Emotive Education interventionhad a significant
effect on reducing number ofdisciplinary referrals.
The results of the two-tailed t-testanalysis indicate
that there was no significant difference inthe reduction of
disciplinary referrals in the experimentalgroup. Therefore
the Rational Emotive Education interventiondid not make any
significant difference to the experimentalgroup as a whole.
Null Hypothesis 3 was retained. Therewas no significant
difference between the number of disciplinaryreferrals pre-
post intervention betweenthe control and the experimental
group.
See TABLE 3 on next page78
TABLE 3
The Effect of REE on the Reduction of DR's
Group NMean SD SE T df Prob.
Control 36-2.41 4.01 .668
.97 70.9 .337
Exper. 38-3.28 3.74 .607
Hypothesis 4 :There is no significant difference at the
.05 level between the number of disciplinary referralsre-
ceived in the two month period before the REE intervention
and the two month period during and following the interven-
tion for self revealing COA's in the experimentalgroup.
The purpose of this hypothesis was to indicate whether
the number of DR's of the self-revealing COA's within the
study's experimental groupwas affected by the REE inter-
vention. If a significant difference were found, it would
substantiate that the REE interventionwas effective in
reducing the number of disciplinary referrals of self-re-
vealing COA's.
Using the two-tailed t-test analysis, there was a sig-
nificant difference found at the .001 level betweenpre- and
post counts of disciplinary referrals for COA's in the
experimental group. Upon further analysisthe following
sub-groups within the COA experimental group showed signifi-
cant gains in reducing the number of DR's :all 6th grade
COA's at the .034 level; all 8th grade COA's at the .014
level. The most significant gain was made by the female79
COA's with a history of disciplinary referrals ata .009
level of significance.
Null Hypothesis 4 was rejected. Therewas a significant
difference found at the .05 level in the number of disci-
plinary referrals received by COA's post REE intervention.
TABLE 4
Evaluation of the Effect of REE on all COA Pre-Post DR's
SubjectsN Mean SD T df Probability
COA's
Pre- 24 5.2917 4.10
3.85 23 .001 ***
Post- 24 2.2500 2.89
Hypothesis 5: There is not <.20correlation between a
change of perception of locus of control and the reduction
of disciplinary referrals as analyzed by Pearson (r).
The purpose for the testing of this hypothesis was to
ascertain whether when one changes his perception of locus
of control, the number of disciplinary referrals will
change.
The results of the Pearson (r) correlation statistical
analysisshow a correlation of .117between the change of
perception of locus of control and the reduction number of
D.R.'s. There is a slight, almost negligible relationship
between the two.80
Null hypothesis 5 was retained. There is not <.20 correla-
tion between change of locus of control and the reduction of
D.R.s.
Hypothesis 6: There is not <.20 correlation between a
change of perception of locus of control and the reduction
of D.R.'s for self-revealing COA's as analyzed by Pearson
(r).
The purpose for testing this hypothesis was to discern
if a change in the perception of locus of control of COA's
was related to a reduction in the number of their disci-
plinary referrals.
The results of the Pearson (r) correlation analysis
showed that for the male COA's there was a substantial
relationship and a moderate correlation between locus of
control perceptions and the reduction of DR's of .492.
Null Hypothesis 6 is reiected. There is a moderate correla-
tion .492 (substantial) relationship between the COA's locus
of control and the reduction of DR's.
Hypothesis 7: The perception of locus of control within the
experimental group will not change significantly at the .05
level after an eight week REE peer problem solving group.
The purpose for testing this hypothesis was to decide if
the REE intervention was significantly instrumental in
changing the perception of locus of control of the experi-
mental group after an eight session intervention.81
The results of the two-tailed t-test showthat the REE
intervention was not instrumental in changingthe perception
of locus of control significantly in the eightsession
intervention.
Null Hypothesis 7 is retained. The eight week sessionREE
did not significantly change the locus ofcontrol of the
experimental group.
TABLE 5
Evaluation of the Change of L.o C. Pre-Post Intervention
Group N Mean SD SE T df Prob.
Control 36 -2.0 3.55 .59
-.86 71.8 .394
Exper. 38 -1.3 3.58 .58
Hypothesis 8: The perception of locus of control within the
experimental group will not change significantlyat the .05
level for self-revealing COA's after attendingan eight
session REE peer problem solving group.
The purpose for testing this hypothesis was to discover
if self-revealing COA's changed significantly theirpercep-
tion of locus of control after the REE intervention.
The results of the statistical analysis using the t-
test was that COA's did significally change their perception
of locus of control after intervention of REE in eight
sessions at the .05 level of significance.
Null Hypothesis has been reiected.There was a significant82
change of locus of control at the.044 level for the self-
revealinq COA's in the experimentalgroup.
TABLE 6
Evaluation of COA Perception of Locusof ControlChange
TIME N MEAN SD SE Tdf Prob.
Pre- 10.45 3.63.74
24
Post- 8.83 3.31.67
2.14 23 .044
Hypothesis 9: The locus of control of a majority of self-
revealing COA's will not bemore than one standard deviation
away from the mean in either direction.
The purpose for testing this hypothesis is todiscover
if COA's as a group have perceptions of theirlocus of
control which are different from theirpeers by one standard
deviation.
The results are shown for each set from the experimental
group on the table below. Although the hypothesis for the
entire group is retained, two subsets do differfrom the
mean by more than one standard deviation.
Null Hypothesis 9 is retained :the majority of the COA's
tested do not have a locus of control that isone standard
deviation away from the mean.
See TABLE 7 on next page83
TABLE 7
Evaluation of the Deviation fromthe Mean for COA's
LocusofControl
COA Group LoC mean SD % one SD from Mean
Eighth boys 14.73 4.35 4/757%***
Eighth girls 12.29 3.58 4/1136%
Sixth boys 13.73 5.16 4/6 67%***
Sixth girls 13.32 4.58 2/8 25%
Total Average 14/3246%
Hypothesis 10: The locus of control of a majority ofself-
revealing COA's receiving disciplinaryreferrals will not be
more thanone standard deviation away from themean in
either direction.
The purpose for testing this hypothesiswas to discover
if COA's who had a history ofD.R's had a locus of control
at least two standard deviationsaway from the mean.
The number of COA's havinga history of disciplinary
referrals and a locus of control twostandard deviations
away from the mean was eleven out of 21, making52% of the
self-revealing COA'swith a history of disciplinaryrefer-
rals perceiving their locus of controlas being at least two
standard deviations away from themean.
Null Hypothesis 10 is therefore rejected.A majority of
self-revealing COA's with a history of disciplinaryrefer-
rals have locus of control scores thatare at least two
standard deviations away from the mean.84
TABLE 8
Locus of Control of COA's with DisciplinaryReferral History
COA Group LoC mean SD % one SD from Mean
Eighth boys 14.73 4.35 3/5 60%***
Eighth girls 12.29 3.58 2/7 29%
Sixth boys 13.73 5.16 4/6 67%***
Sixth girls 13.32 4.58 2/3 67%***
Total Average% 11/2152%
Hypothesis 11 : The locus of control ofa majority of self-
revealing COA's not receiving disciplinaryD.R.'s will not
be perceived as being within one standard deviationaway
from the mean.
The purpose for testing this hypothesiswas to see if
those COA's who do not have a disciplinary referralrecord
have perceptions of their locus of control falling within
the mean. This information may help to substantiatethe idea
that a COAwhose perception of control over the world falls
within the mean may deal better with the rules andregula-
tions of the school and remain within the schoolsystem in
contrast to a COA whose locus of control falls outside the
mean.
The results of this study show that 100% of the COA's who
did not have a history of disciplinary referrals hada
perception of locus of control which fell withinone stand-
ard standard deviation of the mean.85
Null Hypothesis 11 was retained.
TABLE 9
LocusofControlofCOA'sNotReceiving
Discilpinary Referrals
COA Group LoC mean SD % within mean
Eighth boys 14.73 4.35 1/1100%
Eighth girls 12.29 3.58 2/2 100%
Sixth boys 13.73 5.16 1/1 100%
Sixth girls 13.32 4.58 4/4 100%
Total Average % 8/8 100%
Hypothesis 12: There will no significant difference at the
.05 level between the post-test perceived locus of control
ofself-revealing COA's receiving D.R.'s and that of self-
revealing COA's not receiving D.R.'s.
The purpose for testing this hypothesis was to determine
if the locus of control change scores for the two categories
of COA's (those receiving and those not receiving disci-
plinary referrals) differ in any significant way which might
indicate that the intervention is more viable for one group
than for the other.
The result of the two tailed t-test analysis showed that
there was not a significant difference between the change
scores on the locus of control scale for the COA's receiving
disciplinary referrals and those who did not have such a
history.86
Null Hypothesis 12 is retained.
TABLE 10
Evaluation of Difference in Locusof Control
Between COA Groups
Group N Mean SD SE T df 2 -tail Prob.
COAndr10 10.1 3.411.08
1.618.1 .126
COAdr 14 7.92 3.05 .815
Hypothesis 13 :Less than 50% of the experimental population
of students receiving D.R.'s will self-revealas COA's.
The purpose for testing this hypothesiswas to testthe
expectation that over 50% of the studentswho have a history
of receiving D.R.'s are COA's.
The percent of students self-revealing beinga COA
within the eight sessions of interventionwas 64% of the
experimental group. The percent of thosestudents who had a
history of D.R.'s and self-revealedCOAness was 75%.
Null Hypothesis 13 is relected. The percentof self-reveal-
inq COA's in the D.R. experimentalgroup was 75%.
See TABLE 11 on next page87
TABLE 11
Number of Self-revealingCOA's in D.R.ExperimentalGroups
Experimental Group N Self-reveal %
Eighth boys 5 4/5 80%
Eighth girls 5 4/5 80%
Sixth boys 5 4/5 80%
Sixth girls 5 3/5 60%
Total 20 15/20 75%
Hypothesis 14: There will not be<.20 correlationbetween a
change in a COA'sperceived locusof control towardthe mean
and his/her abilityto reduce thenumber of D.R.'sreceived
as analyzed by Pearson(r).
The purpose fortesting thishypothesis was todetermine
whether a changetoward themean of a locus ofcontrol score
was in any way correlatedwith the reductionof D.R.s for
COA's. If thehypothesis is rejected,a possible link bet-
ween a move towardthe meanscores of locus ofcontrol
and lowering thenumber of disciplinaryreferrals might be
established.
The Pearson (r)correlation analysisof the data dis-
closed that a .480correlation wasestablished betweenthe
change score reductionfor D.R.'s anda change toward the
mean for COA's. Thismoderate correlationand substantial
relationshipwas found only for theCOA population.The
general populationreflected a .024correlation betweenthe88
change toward themean and the reductionof disciplinary
referrals.
Null Hypothesis14 was rejected.There was asubstantial
relationship foundfor COA's in thereduction ofdisciplin-
ary referrals and thechange towardthe mean of theirlocus
of control.
Hypothesis 15: There will beno significant relationshipat
the .05 levelbetween COAnessand number ofD.R.'s received
pre-intervention.
The purpose oftesting thishypothesis was toestablish
what type ofa relationshipwas established betweenhaving a
history of D.R.'sand being a COA.
A one tailed t-testwas used to establishthat therewas
not a significantrelationship at the.05 level betweenthe
number of disciplinaryreferrals receivedpre-intervention
and being a COA.The significancelevel at whichthe rela-
tionship was foundwas at the .08 level.
Null Hypothesis15 was retained.There was nosignificance
between the pre-interventiondisciplinary referralsand
being a COA atthe .05 level.
See TABLE 12on next page89
TABLE 12
Relationship Between Beinga COA and Havinga High Number of Pre-interventionDisciplinary Referrals
Group N Mean SD SE T df Prob.
COA 32 6.15 4.31 .76
1.8420.7 .08 NonCOA11 3.72 3.58 1.07
Hypothesis 16: There will be no significantrelationship at
the .05 level betweenCOAness and Grade PointAverage.
The purpose for testingthis hypothesiswas to see if
any relationship existed betweenbeing a COA and havinga
particular grade pointaverage.
According to theone tailed t-test therewas not a
significant relationshipat the .05 level betweenGPA and
being a COA.
Null Hypothesis 16 isretained. The significancelevel at
which there isa significant relationshipbetween GPA and
COAness is .065.
TABLE 13
Relationship Between GradePoint
Average and Being a COA
Group N Mean SD SE T df Prob.
COA 32 1.53 .964 .17
-1.9618.9 .065 NonCOA 11 2.1 .880 .26590
Hypothesis 17: There will beno significant differenceat
the .05 levelbetween the locus ofcontrol changescores
between COA's andnonCOA's.
The purpose fortesting this hypothesiswas to discover
if COA's andnonCOA's differsignificantly intheir change
of locus of controlscores after the REEintervention.
The two-tailedt-test probibilityof any significant
difference betweenthe changescores of COA's andnonCOA's
was found to be significantat the .240 level.
Null Hypothesis17 is retained. Thereis no significant
difference betweenthe COA and nonCOAchange of locus of
control scores at the.05 level.
TABLE 14
Change Scores ofLocus of Control
Group N Mean SD SE T df Prob.
COA 25 -1.8 3.86 .773
-1.224.6 .240 NCOA 11 -.45 2.97 .898
Hypothesis 18: There will be no significantdifference at
the .05 level betweenCOA's and non-COA's inthe experi-
mental group in thechange in number ofDR's.
The purpose for testingthis hypothesiswas to discover
if there wasa differing effecton COA's from non-COA'sof
the REE on the changeof the number of DR'sreceived after
the intervention.91
Null Hypothesis 18 was retained.The two-tailed t-test
results show no significant differencebetween the change
scores for disciplinary referrals of COA'swhen compared to
those of non-COA's at the .05 level.
TABLE 15
Comparison of DR Change Scores ofCOA's and non-COA's
Group N Mean SD SE Tdf Prob.
COA's 25 -3.24 3.91 .784
.16 20.7 .875
NonCOA 11-3.45 3.61 1.09
Hypothesis 19: There is no significant relationship at the
.05 level between the number ofabsences of a student and
being a COA.
The purpose for testing this hypothesiswas to determine
if the independent variable ofabsenteeism was connected in
a significant way to being a COA.
Results of a one tailed t-test showeda significant
connection between absences and beinga COA at the .05
level. This variable may beone that effects the school
behavior or school performance ofa COA and may be worth
further investigation.
Null Hypothesis 19 is rejected. There isa significant
relationship at the .002 level between thenumber of ab-
sences and being a COA.92
TABLE 16
Relationship Between havinga Large Number of
Absences and Being a COA
Group N Mean SD SE T df Prob.
COA's 32 10.8 12.1 2.14
3.3737.4.002 **
NonCOA's 11 3.18 2.5 .76
Hypothesis 20 :There is no significant relationshipat the
.05 level between the type of household lived inand being a
COA.
The purpose for testing this hypothesiswas to affirm
that the type of household a self-revealing COA isno dif-
ferent than those lived in by students not revealingCOA-
ness.
The finding of Chi Square statistical analysisshowed
that there was no significant difference betweenthe house-
hold type of COA's at the .05 level. The significancelevel
was found to be .0993.
Null Hypothesis 20 is retained.There isno significant dif-
ference between the household types of self-revealingCOA's
and other students at the .05 level
See TABLE 17 on next page93
TABLE 17
Comparison of Type ofHousehold between COA andnonCOA
Household Type COA NonCOA
Mom alone 31.3 9.1
Mom,Dad 25.0 81.8
Mom,St.Dad 9.4 9.1
Mom,other 3.1 0
Dad 9.4 0
Dad,other 3.1 0
Other 15.6 0
Hypothesis 21 : There isno significant relationship at the
.05 level between being expelledfrom school and beinga
COA.
Five students from the samplepopulationwere expelled
from school during during the tenweek intervention period.
They were all COA's.
Null Hypothesis 21 is rejected.There was a 100% correlation
between suspension and beinga COA.
TABLE 18
Relationship Between Being ExpelledFrom School and
Being a COA
N COA's NonCOA's
5 100% 0%94
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The results of the analysis are reflectedin the data.
Children of alcoholics were found tomake up 75% of the
experimental sub-group of students witha disciplinay refer-
ral record. One hundred percent of the fivestudents ex-
pelled from school during the studywere COA's.
The pre-locus of control correlation with thepre-count
of disciplinary referrals was negligible at the-.139 with
the same correlation for the COA population being slightly
greater at the .223 level.
There was no significant difference betweenthe pre-
locus of control for those with disciplinaryreferral
histories and those who did not.
The REE intervention had no significant effecton the
D.R.'s received by the whole experimental population,how-
ever it HAD a significant effect on the COA population
within the experimental sample at the .001 level. Thusthe
COA's were effected significantly by something thatthe
whole group was not significantly effected by.
The same phenomenon took place with the effect of REEon
the locus of control scores. The experimentalgroup as a
whole had post scores not significantly different than their
pre-intervention scores. The COA's ,on the other hand,
produced scores that were significantly different at the
.044 level. Again the COA's responded significantly differ-
ently from their fellow classmates.95
A change toward the mean for locus ofcontrol scores was
substantially correlated with the reductionod disciplinary
referrals for COA's at the .480. Thesame correlation for
the entire sample was negligible at .024. TheCOA response
of reduction of referrals was more substantiallycorrelated
to moving toward the mean of locus of controlthan was that
of the entire population.
Fourty six percent of the entiregroup of COA's had a
locus of control that was at least two standarddeviations
away from the mean; fifty two percent of the COA's havinga
history of disciplinary referrals hada locus of control that
was at least two standard deviations away from themean; and
one hundred percent of COA's without a referral history had
locus of control scores within one standard deviationaway
from the mean.
There was found a .065 relationship between beinga COA
and grade point average; a .099 relationship betweenhouse-
hold type and being a COA; and a strong relationshipbetween
absenteeism and being a COA at the .002 level.
The significance and the implications of these results
will be discussed in Chapter Five.96
CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The purpose of this study was to test the probabilities
of finding children of alcoholics (COA'S) "at risk" within
the school population and, once found, analyzingthe inter-
connections between the reduction of the number of disci-
plinary referrals and thechangeintheperception of
locus of control toward the mean through the intervention of
Rational Emotive Education.
The study hypothesized that a perception of locus of
control which differed from the norm might be one of the
factors causing the COA to accumulate a large number of
disciplinary referrals. Before testing this hypothesis how-
ever, it was necessary to identify the COA population within
the school system itself.
The expected problems of identification of COA's at
risk and their specific needs within the school population,
as discussed in Chapter Two, were encountered at the very
offset. In order to select the population sample, the aspect
of identification of COAness became aproblem of possible
legal issues and fears of stigmatization with which the
school did not wish to deal.
Thus being a COA was not part of the criteria used
when selecting the sample. The COAness of the subjects was
left to them to self-reveal by chance even though the97
research was to focus on their behavior and perception of
locus of control.
Recognition by the schools that COA's exist asa group
with special needs may be the biggest problem that must be
faced by school personnel themselves.This need for identifi-
cation, and help in and by the schools, is one of the major
thrusts of this study.
The two major groups, control and experimental, were
selected without reference to COA's. Within the experimental
group ,however, as the eight intervention sessions met, sub
groups of self-revealing COA's surfaced, becoming the source
from which the data could be gathered for analyzation.
As stated in the literature, COA's are often found in
the ranks of the expelled, suspended, court-ordered and
truant youngsters who do not complete their 12 years of
formal schooling. This study denoted that 75% of the random-
ly drawn experimental population of students with a history
of disciplinary referrals were self-revealing COA's.
An equally impressive statistic was that 100% of those
students from the experimental and control groups who were
expelled during the three month span of the study were
identified as COA's.
These figures substantiate the data found by an alter-
native school designed to serve "at risk" students which
reported averaging over an 80% population of COA's during a
three year span. (Romancier,1985) The literature review and
this study both present data that COA's represent a large98
percentage of those students at risk for school failure.
Recognizing that this may be true, the question becomes
what is it about COA's that causes these students to makeup
such a large percentage of the students receiving disci-
plinary referrals and expulsions?
To test the correlation between the number of pre-
intervention disciplinary referrals and pre-locus of control
scores the researcher used the Nowicki-Strickland Locus of
Control Scale for Children and the number of disciplinary
referrals received by the total population and found a
slight, almost negligible, negative correlation (-.139)
between the pre-locus of control scores and the pre- number
of referrals representingthe total population. Further
analysis revealed that there was a definite but small rela-
tionship (.223) between the two pre-intervention factors for
COA's.
The predictive value of number of referrals from know-
ledge of locus of control seemed to be low. However, realiz-
ing that COA's behavior is believed to fall into several
distinct categories, those of hero, mascot, scapegoat, and
lost child,(Woititz,1983) may lend understanding to the low
correlation. A hero COA who is likely is to have few refer-
rals may have an extremely high or low locus of control,
whereas the other three categories may receive more refer-
rals and have an equally extreme locus of control. Thus the
prediction from locus of control extremes might have little99
or no relationship to the number of discilpinary referrals
for COA's.
The data in this study support that there is a moderate
correlation (.480) between the reduction of disciplinary
referrals and the movement toward the mean of locus of
control scoresfor COA's. This same statement is not true
of the general population of this study for which thecor-
relation is slight, almost negligible at .024. Further in-
vestigation of this locus of control connection is sug-
gested.
In order to further investigate the hypothesis that the
COA's locus of control differs by being further away from
the mean than normal, this deviation from the mean was
computed for all COA's, COA's with aD.R. historyand
COA's without a D.R. history. For the entire group of COA's,
54% were found to be within one standard deviation of the
mean. Two COA subsets from that group, those of 6th and 8th
grade boys, had locus of control scores that were two stand-
ard deviations away.
Fifty two percent of COA's with a disciplinary referral
history had locus of control scores two standard deviations
away from the mean, the groups highly represented being 6th
grade girls and 6th and 8th grade boys.
As expected, 100% of the COA's with no history of
disciplinary referrals had locus of control scores within
one standard deviation of the mean. These perhaps are the
heroes mentioned earlier.100
When reduced to groups representinga history of refer-
rals or no history of referrals,the possibility ofa link
between locus of control and schoolbehavior became more
viable for COA's. The belief that thedeviation of locus of
control from the mean by two standarddeviations may be one
of the reasons for COA's acting in sucha way to receive
numerous disciplinary referrals needs furtherinvestigation.
If the locus of control deviationaway from the mean is
one cause of D.R.'s, the next question becomeswhat can be
done to alter the locus of control and,inturn, the number
of disciplinary referrals?
Rational Emotive Educational techniqueswere chosen as
the instruments for change. In theliterature (Black 1981,
Woititz 1983), it is pointed outthat COA's are believed not
to "trust" or "feel" their feelings,often denying their
cognitions. Rational Emotive Therapyexpouses the fact that
feelings, thoughts, and behaviorsare so interconnected that
when one's irrational beliefsor thoughts are discovered,
challenged, and disputed, onecan change one's behavior.
In R.E.T., theperson is asked to becomeresponsible
for creating his own self talk, thereforecreating an inner
locus of control bydependingon his own senses. Since
discovering, challenging, and disputingare by nature attri-
butes of most teenagers, the practice ofthese might seem
natural and enjoyable.
Rational Emotive Education (REE)was tested in this101
study as a possible tool for dealing with irrational beliefs
and self talk leading to a belief in an extreme locus of
control and/or a history of disciplinary referrals.
After an eight week intervention of REE plagued by
unscheduled intermissions and interruptions, the impact of
REE on locus of control scores and on reduction of D.R.'s
was analyzed.
For the entire population, the pre-post test scores of
locus of control showed no significant difference at the .05
level. The intervention did not cause a significant change.
HOWEVER, when the locus of control scores for COA's were
analyzed, there was a found to be a significant change at
the .04 level of significance.
It appears that something about the Rational Emotive
Education intervention caused a significant change in COA's
perceived locus of control as a whole group. One explanation
might be that the disruptive factors during the sessions
were recognized by the COA's as being like home and that the
atmosphere was more conducive to their paying attention
whereas the atmosphere lent confusion to nonCOA's.
Since being a COA was never broached as an issue by the
researcher, there perhaps was a link for the COA's made
through the material that they were hungry to hear, that
about being able to pay attention to one's own senses for
clues about reality along with correcting one's own self
talk.102
Since the whole population did not change signifi-
cantly, it can be speculated that there was something about
REE material that appealed to the COA enough to cause a
change in their perception of their own locus of control.
The possibility lies within the material itself.
To see if this change in locus of control was mirrored
by a change in disciplinary referrals for the COA popula-
tion, pre-post counts of disciplinary referrals were
analyzed. The post count was collected at the end of a one
month period following the end of the intervention.
Again there was no significant difference found for the
total population after interpreting the data. The REE seemed
to have no value to the experimental group.
When the same data was analyzed for the COA group
however, the COA's showed a significant difference in the
disciplinary referral pre-post count at the .001 level of
significance denoting a substantial reduction in referrals.
The results conclude that the Rational Emotive Educa-
tion intervention was effective for the self-revealing COA
population both in change of locus of control scores and
reduction of disciplinary referrals. The same intervention
did not appear effective for the experimental group as a
whole.
Testing for relationships between the independent var-
iables of school GPA, attendance, and household type and
being a COA found that there was no significant relationship
betweenbeing a COA and either GPA (.65) or household type103
(.099).The absence rate variable however did showa signifi-
cant relationship with being a COA at the level of.002.
SIGNIFICANCE OF FINDINGS
The results of this study suggest that it is imparitive
to identify the COA population within the general school for
several reasons. It appears that the population of students
receiving discipinary referrals may have within its ranks at
least a 75%sample of COA's. These are students "at risk"
within the school domain. This study also showed, although
based on a small number, the expulsion population consisting
solely of COA's.
The Rational Emotive intervention was found to be sig-
nificant only to the change in COA's, suggesting that COA's
respond differently to information and interventions that
may cause changes in their thinking and behavior. Thus it is
essential for schools that wish to reduce their expulsion
rate, their disciplinary referral rate, and their number of
"at risk" students to pay attention to the impact that being
a COA may have on its students.
It is also important to become aware of the COA popula-
tion in the ranks of the school disciplinary files in order
to work with their perceptions of locus of control and their
cognitive and affective patterns that are instrumental in
creating behaviors not conducive to staying within the
school system.104
This data supports more inquiry into the use of Ra-
tional Emotive Education within the schools to reduce the
rate of disciplinary referrals for a major portion of the
population, i.e. children of alcoholics.
The introduction of thinking strategies that may aid
the COA population to learn to understand and become respon-
sible for their own thinking and to trust their own feelings
andcognitions might be a preventive technique to be used
at aneven earlier age.
To serve a population with specific problems, one must
first recognize that it exists, and second ,use what works
with this population so it may survive in the situation.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The following recommendations are proposed for further
research:
1) The use of Rational Emotive Education as a tool for
working with identified COA's who are having school disci-
pline problems.
2) Thecreation of programs for training teachers, coun-
selors, and administrators to identify COA's who are "at
risk" within their school system through a non-stigmatizing
procedure.
3) The beginning of a longitudinal study of those COA's
identified early on in their school years to assess the
coping skills that they possess that are essential to school
survival.105
4) Continued research on the place that locus ofcontrol
takes as an agent of and a predictor of school behaviorfor
COA's.
5) Further research into the link betweenan extreme locus
of control perception of COA's and their failureto remain
in school.
6) Surveys of the percentageof students who are COA's and
school drop outs in order to provide impetus to the school
systems to pay attention to the hidden population ofyoung-
sters who are indeed "at risk".
7) Finding other methods acceptable to the schools to be
used in the schools during school hours that will aid COA's
to survive and cope well within the system.
8) Trying the REE program through Alanon if not practical to
complete in the schools.
9) Taking a retrospective look at the categories of COA's-
a post hoc analysis of the family roles in relationship to
locus of control.
10) Further study concerning the 25% within this study that
remained uneffected by the intervention.106
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APPENDIX A
WEEKLY TREATMENT PLANS
WEEK ONE: Purpose: To give students the Nowicki-Strickland
Locus of Control Scale for Children
1. Pass out paper and pencils
2. Read directions: This survey is given to discover how
young people your age think about various questions. There
are no right or wrong answers. Please number 1-40 on your
paper. I will read the question twice. Please answer yes or
no next to the correct number. If you are not sure of your
thought on the question, answer what you believe usually
happens, again with a yes or no. The words "maybe" or "some-
times" will not help in the survey.If you don't understand
a question ,raise your hand and I shall read it again. Do
you have any questions now?Number 1...(SeeThe Nowicki-
Strickland Locus of Control Scale for Children)
(Appendix p.125)
WEEK TWO: Purpose: Identify and name common feelings
1. Give the students a piece of paper and ask them to name
as many common feelings as they can.
2. When they have stopped writing, ask each person to name
one of their feeling words and follow it bysaying: "I feel
when I .If the word men-
tioned is not on one's list ,they are to add it.
3. When all feeling words have been used,pass out a list119
of feelingwords and ask the students to take turns de
fining the feelings that are on the list using the same
format.
WEEK THREE: Purpose: To help students recognize and identify
that feelings have different uses.
1. Using the list of feelings that was passed out in week
two, the trainer will ask the students to identify those
feelings on the list which are physical feelings by placing
a "P" next to them; then identify those which are emotional
words byplacing an "E" next to them. Do one column at a
time and then discuss.
2. Using the same list, ask the students to distinguish
pleasant from unpleasant feelings by putting a plus by the
word which is pleasant and a minus if it is unpleasant.
3. Give the students time to share their feelings about the
words.
WEEK FOUR: Purpose: To recognize present day feelings and
discover the idea of facilitative and non-facilitative
feelings
1. Using the pleasant and unpleasant feeling idea from last
week, ask the students to think of their whole day so far
and hour by hour state what they were doing.Place a feeling
or two beside their actions. Then place a plus or minus
beside the feeling.
2. When the students have completed the exercise, ask each
student to share if his or her day has been a plus or minus120
day so far and to talk about one plus and one minus feeling
3. Once everyone has shared, ask the students to write down
next to each hour how ,or if ,they themselves were in any
way responsible for their feelings of that time.
WEEK FIVE: Purpose: To begin teachingthe ABCD of Rational-
emotive theory
1. Using a balloon and a pin ,ask one of the students to
stick the balloon with the pin. Write on the board,
(A) Activating event =pin sticking balloon;
(C) Consequences= the balloon pops
2. Ask the students to give other personal examples of
physical behaviors as Activating events causing physical
reactions asConsequences .Write them on the board in
the same method as in number one as they mention them.
3. Now, to help the students to understand that for emo-
tional consequences, A does not cause C, develop a list of
behaviors of any sort on the board. Ask the students to
write them dowm and to denote how they would feel if they
were involved in those behaviors or situations. Start the
list with items such as handling snakes, seeing a large dog
running toward you,etc. Discuss the variety of reactions to
the situations.
WEEK SIX: Purpose: To recognizehow feelings can change and
introduce how "B" ,belief systems can cause us to feel as
we do.1. Using a diagram suchas:
MARY
A
FLOWERS SAD
121
SALLY FLOWERS HAPPY
Ask the students how thesame "A" (activating agent) the
flowers, can causepeople to experience suchdifferent
feelings. Discuss and placeideas on the board.
2. For each answer, askthe students what theperson might
have been thinking to feel inthat particular way. What
might his/her "B", belief,been?
3. Discuss these answers untilyou believe that the young-
sters understand that it isn't"A", the activating agent,
which causes theperson to feel as they do, it is the
belief system "B" thatcauses the person to feel those
feelings.
4. Tell the story ofa boy who is flying a kite. As the
kite lands on the ground,another child comes along and
steps on the kite. The first childbecomes angry and yells
at the child. The second childsays he is sorry but he
can't see, he is blind. The boywith the kite isno longer
angry. In fact he is very sorry that heyelled. Ask the
students what they think the boywas thinking ,saying to
himself, when he wasangry. What was he thinking or saying
to himself when he wqas sorry?Ask them to notice when the
thoughts or beliefs, "B", change ,the "C" (emotions and
consequences) also change.122
WEEK SEVEN: Purpose: To reinforce the connection between
thinking ,feeling, and consequences. To Introduce the idea
that some thoughts are facts; some thoughts are beliefs
1. Ask the students to name one feeling that they have felt
stronglytoday. Write it down. Ask them to write down next
to the feeling what the thoughts were that caused them to
feel this way. Discuss. Ask if his idea is a fact or his
belief. Discuss.
2. Then ask other students for input as to what else a
person could think that might change the original feelings.
List those on the board. Have each student write two options
to his original thinking which might change his feelings.
Explore these aloud.
3. Ask the students to write a" Dear Abbey" letter using a
real teenage problem. Exchange these and explore the
possible thoughts that might be behind the problem in the
letter.
WEEK EIGHT: Purpose: To explorethe thinking behind the
feeling of anger
1. Ask the students what they think anger is. Discuss. Then
put the following diagram on the board:
ANGER = FEARofLOSS
* * *
***
* * *
* * *
of belonging of self esteem
*
of control
(of others or self)123
2. Ask students to list some times that they have been
angry. Then ,next to each anger, choose which category the
specific anger falls into. Discuss these aloud untilyou
believe that the students understand the concept.
3. Ask the students if they would treat a person who was
scared the same way that they would treat someone who showed
anger. Discuss the differences. Do they act the same way?
4. Go back to last week's exercise and relate that how one
thinks about a situation may determine how he will feel
about it and consequently, how he acts in the situation.
Refer again to the fear concept of anger.
5. Ask them to become aware of their thinking when they get
angry this week and how they can control their beliefs and
thus control their behavior.
WEEK NINE: Purpose: To consider how a person is in control
of his own actions and thus is responsible for them. To
consider that a person can only control how and what he
thinks and does; he can not control what another thinks or
does.
1. Pass out the following poem:
AUTOBIOGRAPHY IN FIVE SHORTCHAPTERS
by PORTIA NELSON
1
I walk, down the street.
There is a deep hole in the sidewalk.
I fall inI am lost... I am helpless
It takes forever to find a way out
2
I walk down the same street.
There is a deep hole in the sidewalk.
I pretend I don't see it.
I fall in again.
I can't believe I'm in in the same place.
but, it isn't my fault.
It still takes a long time to get out.
3
I walk down the same street
There is a deep hole in the sidewalk.
I see it is there.
I still fall in...it's a habit.
my eyes are open.
I know where I am
It is my fault.
I get out immediately
4
I walk down the same street.
There is a deep hole in the sidewalk.
I walk around it.
5
I walk down another street
(Black,Repeat After ME)
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1. Ask the students for reactions. Discuss the poem in the
light of habits that we form in our thinking and the diffi-
culties of changing habits.
2. Have the students write down two thinking habits which
get them into "deep holes" which they react to as did the
person in the poem. Discuss these by listing what the orig-
inal thinking patterns were and their consequences compared
to a new thinking pattern of self talk which might result in125
"taking another street" with more favorable consequences.
The "homework assignment" is to become aware of one
habit that causes you to get into consequences that you do
not care to get into. Write down the thinking pattern that
accompanies that behavior for discussion next week.
3. Discuss these and the feasibility of change. Ask forex-
amples of change that the students have made themselves
responsible for.
4. Ask each child to rewrite the poem in a way that reflects
his or her progress in choosing "another" street. Have them
read their poems aloud.
WEEK TEN: Purpose: To retest the students on theThe No-
wicki-Strickland Locus of Control Scale for Children
1. Follow the directions in WEEK ONE
2. Collect sheets and turn them over to correcter.
THE NOWICKI-STRICKLAND LOCUS OF CONTROL SCALE FOR CHILDREN
1. Do you believe that most problems will resolve themselves
if you just don't fool with them?
2. Do you believe that you can stop yourself from catching
a cold?
3. Are some kids just born lucky?
4. Most of the time do you feel that getting good grades
means a great deal to you?
5. Are you often blamed for things that aren't your fault?
6. Do you believe that if someone studies hard enough, he or
she can pass any subject?
7Do you feel that most of the time it doesn't pay to try
hard because things never turn out right anyway?
8. Do you feel that if things start out right in the morning
that it's going to be a good day no matter what you do?
9. Do you feel that most of the time parents listen to what
their children have to say?
10. Do you believe that wishing can make good things happen?
11. When you get punished, does it usually seem like it is126
for no good reason at all?
12. Most of the time do you find it hard o change a friend's
mind or opinion?
13. Do you believe that cheering more than luck helps a team
win?
14. Do you feel that it is nearly impossible to change your
parent's mind about anything?
15. Do you believe that your parents should allow you to
make most of your own decisions?
16. Do you feel that when you do something wrong there is
very little you can do to make it right?
17. Do you believe that most kids your age are just born
good at sports?
18. Are most of theother kids your age stronger than you
are?
19. Do you feel that one of the best ways to handle most
problems is just not to think about them?
20. Do you have a lot of choice in deciding who your friends
are?
21. If you find a four leaf clover, do you believe that it
might bring you good luck?
22. Do you often that whether you do your homework has much
to do with what kind of grades you get?
23. Do you feel that when a kid your age decides to hit you,
there's little you can do to stop him or her?
24. Have you ever had a good luck charm?
25.Do you believe that whether or not people like
you depends on how you act?
26. Will your parents usually help you if you ask them to?
27Have you felt that when people were mean to you that it
was for no reason at all?
28. Most of the time do you feel that you can change what
might happen tomorrow by what you do today?
29. Do you believe that when bad thungs are going to
happen,they are are just going to happen no matter what
you try to do to stop them?
30. Do you think that kids can get their own way if they
just keep trying long enough?
31. Most of the time do you feel that it is useless to try
to get your own way at home?
32. Do you feel that when good things happen, they happen
because of hard work?
33. Do you feel that when someone your age wants to be your
enemy, there's little you can do to change matters?
34. Do you feel that it is easy to get friends to do things
that you want them to?
35. Do you feel that you get little to say about what you
get to eat at home?
36. Do you feel that when someone doesn't like you there is
little you can do about it?
37. Do you feel that it is usually useless to try in school
because most other children are just plain smarter than
you are?127
38. Are you the kind of person who feelsthat planning ahead
makes things turn out better?
39. Most of the time do you feel thatyou have very little
to say about what your family decides to do?
40. Do you think that it is better to besmart than to be
lucky?APPENDIX B
COPY OF LETTERS OF PERMISSION
FOR CONTROL GROUP
Date
Dear Parents,
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School has been selected participate
in a research related project on building responsibility for
one's own decisions. It is called WAMWIT (Wait A Minute
While I Think). This project has been approved at the dis-
trict and school level.
Your child, ,has been randomly selected to
participate in this project with your permission. His/her
participation would be in the form of completing the
Nowicki-Strickland Locus of Control Scale for Children, a
nationally standardized test for children. Answers of "yes"
and "no" express how a student sees the extent to which he
and others effect his thinking and behavior. S/he would
complete this survey twice, ten weeks apart, to see if any
change occurs normally over time.All survey material is
identifiable by number only and will remain confidential to
the researcher.
Please sign and return this sheet to School
office as soon as possible. Thank you for your interest.
( )Yes, my son/daughter may take part.
( )No, my son/daughter may not take part.
( )Please have someone call me with more information.
Date Parental Signature
Phone129
APPENDIX C
LETTER OF PERMISSION FOR PARTICIPATION
IN EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
Date
Dear Parent,
School has been selected to participate in
a research related roject on "building responsibility for
one's own decisions". This project has been approvedat the
school and district level.
Your child, ,has been selected to participate with
your written permission. Small groups of students, including
your son/daughter, will be meeting once a week during Inter-
mural Discovery period to practice and strengthenrespon-
sible thinking patterns. A major goal of the sessions isto
improve success at school. Students will learn how theyare
responsible for their own behavior and feelings, both of
which are important in both home and school settings.
No regular classes will be missed. The groups will begin in
January. The sessions will be scheduled once a week for ten
weeks. Students may withdraw from the workshop atany time
for any reason.
Mary Lou (Romancier) Triperinas will be the group leader for
the sessions. She has considerable successful experience in
working with young adolescents in the schools
and at the
If you have any questions concerning the workshop,you are
encouraged to call Mrs. Triperinas at 758-7304 or OSU 754-
4317. Please return this form to the main
office on or before November 26, 1987.
***********************************************************
( )Yes, please enroll in WAMWIT (Wait a Minute
While I Think).
)Please have someone call me. I need more information.
)No thank you. I am not interested.
Date Parental Signature
Phone